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All 8s Starting B- 

BAALISMS AABILMSS BAALISM, worship of baal [n] 

BAASKAAP AAAABKPS baaskap (policy of domination by white people in South Africa) [n -S] 

BAASKAPS AAABKPSS BAASKAP, policy of domination by white people in South Africa [n] 

BAASSKAP AAABKPSS baaskap (policy of domination by white people in South Africa) [n -S] 

BABASSUS AABBSSSU BABASSU, palm tree [n] 

BABBITRY ABBBIRTY conventional middle-class attitudes and behavior stressing respectability and material success [n -RIES] 

BABBITTS ABBBISTT BABBITT, to line with babbitt (alloy of tin, copper, and antimony) [v] 

BABBLERS ABBBELRS BABBLER, one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively) [n] 

BABBLING ABBBGILN BABBLE, to talk idly or excessively [v] / idle talk [n -S]  

BABESIAE AABBEEIS BABESIA, parasitic protozoan [n]  

BABESIAS AABBEISS BABESIA, parasitic protozoan [n] 

BABICHES ABBCEHIS BABICHE, rawhide thongs [n] 

BABIRUSA AABBIRSU wild pig [n -S] 

BABOUCHE ABBCEHOU heelless slipper [n -S] 

BABUSHKA AABBHKSU woman's scarf [n -S] 

BABYDOLL ABBDLLOY short, sheer pajamas for women [n -S] 

BABYHOOD ABBDHOOY state of being baby [n -S] 

BABYLIKE ABBEIKLY resembling baby [adj] 

BABYMOON ABBMNOOY holiday taken by soon-to-be parents [n -S] 

BABYSITS ABBISSTY BABYSIT, to care for child temporarily [v] 

BACALAOS AAABCLOS BACALAO, baccala (codfish (marine food fish)) [n] 

BACALHAU AAABCHLU baccala (codfish (marine food fish)) [n -S] 

BACCALAS AAABCCLS BACCALA, codfish (marine food fish) [n] 

BACCARAS AAABCCRS BACCARA, baccarat (card game) [n] 

BACCARAT AAABCCRT card game [n -S] 

BACCATED AABCCDET baccate (pulpy like berry) [adj] 

BACCHANT AABCCHNT carouser (one that carouses (to engage in carousal)) [n -ES, -S] 

BACCHIUS ABCCHISU type of metrical foot [n -II] 

BACHELOR ABCEHLOR unmarried man [n -S] 

BACILLAR AABCILLR rod-shaped [adj] 

BACILLUS ABCILLSU any of class of rod-shaped bacteria [n -LLI] 

BACKACHE AABCCEHK pain in back [n -S] 

BACKBARS AABBCKRS BACKBAR, space behind bar with shelves for bottles [n] 

BACKBEAT AABBCEKT type of rhythm in music [n -S] 

BACKBEND ABBCDEKN acrobatic feat [n -S] 

BACKBITE ABBCEIKT to slander (to defame (to attack good name of)) [v -IT, -TTEN, -TING, -S] 

BACKBONE ABBCEKNO spine (vertebral column) [n -S] 

BACKCAST AABCCKST backward movement in casting fishing line [n -S] 

BACKCHAT AABCCHKT repartee (quick, witty reply) [n -S] 

BACKCOMB ABBCCKMO to comb hair from ends to scalp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKDATE AABCDEKT to predate (to date before actual or specified time) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

BACKDOOR ABCDKOOR secretive [adj] 

BACKDOWN ABCDKNOW act of backing down [n -S] 

BACKDROP ABCDKOPR to provide with scenic background [v -PPED, -T, -PPING, -S] 

BACKENDS ABCDEKNS BACKEND, part of software not directly accessible to user [n] 
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BACKFATS AABCFKST BACKFAT, layer of fat between skin and muscle in animals [n] 

BACKFILL ABCFIKLL to refill (to fill again) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKFIRE ABCEFIKR to produce undesirable effects [v -D, -RING, -S] 

BACKFITS ABCFIKST BACKFIT, to retrofit (to furnish with new parts not originally available) [v] 

BACKFLIP ABCFIKLP to perform backward somersault [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BACKFLOW ABCFKLOW flowing back toward source [n -S] 

BACKHAND AABCDHKN to strike with back of hand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKHAUL AABCHKLU to return after delivering load [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKHOED ABCDEHKO BACKHOE, to use backhoe (type of excavating machine) [v] 

BACKHOES ABCEHKOS BACKHOE, to use backhoe (type of excavating machine) [v] 

BACKINGS ABCGIKNS BACKING, support [n] 

BACKLAND AABCDKLN region remote from cities [n -S] 

BACKLASH AABCHKLS to cause reaction [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BACKLESS ABCEKLSS having no back [adj] 

BACKLIST ABCIKLST to include in publisher's list of older book titles [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKLOAD AABCDKLO to defer financial obligation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKLOGS ABCGKLOS BACKLOG, to accumulate [v] 

BACKLOTS ABCKLOST BACKLOT, outdoor area in movie studio [n] 

BACKMOST ABCKMOST hindmost (farthest to rear) [adj] 

BACKOUTS ABCKOSTU BACKOUT, reversal of launching procedures [n] 

BACKPACK AABCCKKP to hike with pack on one's back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKREST ABCEKRST back support [n -S] 

BACKROOM ABCKMOOR place for meeting inconspicuously [n -S] 

BACKRUSH ABCHKRSU seaward return of water from wave [n -ES] 

BACKSAWS AABCKSSW BACKSAW, type of saw [n] 

BACKSEAT AABCEKST rear seat [n -S] 

BACKSETS ABCEKSST BACKSET, setback (defeat) [n] 

BACKSIDE ABCDEIKS hind part [n -S] 

BACKSLAP AABCKLPS to show much approval [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BACKSLID ABCDIKLS BACKSLIDE, to revert to sin [v] 

BACKSPIN ABCIKNPS backward rotation [n -S] 

BACKSTAB AABBCKST to attack or betray behind one's back [v -BBED, -BBING, -S] 

BACKSTAY AABCKSTY support for mast [n -S] 

BACKSTOP ABCKOPST to bolster (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BACKTALK AABCKKLT impudent reply [n -S] 

BACKWARD AABCDKRW toward back [adv] 

BACKWASH AABCHKSW to spray water backward [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BACKWIND ABCDIKNW to deflect airflow into back of sail [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BACKWOOD ABCDKOOW uncouth (not couth (sophisticated)) [adj] 

BACKWRAP AABCKPRW wraparound garment that fastens in back [n -S] 

BACKYARD AABCDKRY area at rear of house [n -S] 

BACLOFEN ABCEFLNO muscle relaxant [n -S] 

BACTERIA AABCEIRT group of microscopic organisms [n -S] 

BACTERIN ABCEINRT vaccine prepared from dead bacteria [n -S] 

BACULINE ABCEILNU pertaining to rod [adj] 

BACULUMS ABCLMSUU BACULUM, bone in penis of many mammals [n] 
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BADASSED AABDDESS BADASS, offensive word [adj] 

BADASSES AABDESSS BADASS, offensive word [n] 

BADGERED ABDDEEGR BADGER, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

BADGERLY ABDEGLRY bothersome [adj] 

BADINAGE AABDEGIN to banter (to exchange mildly teasing remarks) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BADLANDS AABDDLNS BADLAND, barren, hilly area [n] 

BADMOUTH ABDHMOTU to criticize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BAFFLERS ABEFFLRS BAFFLER, one that baffles (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [n] 

BAFFLING ABFFGILN BAFFLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

BAGASSES AABEGSSS BAGASS, bagasse (crushed sugarcane) [n] / BAGASSE [n] 

BAGGAGES AABEGGGS BAGGAGE, luggage (articles containing traveler's belongings) [n] 

BAGGIEST ABEGGIST BAGGY, loose-fitting [adj] 

BAGGINGS ABGGGINS BAGGING, material for making bags [n] 

BAGHOUSE ABEGHOSU facility for removing particulates from exhaust gases [n -S] 

BAGPIPED ABDEGIPP BAGPIPE, to play bagpipe (wind instrument) [v] 

BAGPIPER ABEGIPPR one that plays bagpipes [n -S] 

BAGPIPES ABEGIPPS BAGPIPE, to play bagpipe (wind instrument) [v] 

BAGUETTE ABEEGTTU rectangular gem [n -S] 

BAGWORMS ABGMORSW BAGWORM, larva of certain moths [n] 

BAHADURS AABDHRSU BAHADUR, Hindu title of respect [n] 

BAIDARKA AAABDIKR bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n -S] 

BAILABLE AABBEILL BAIL, to transfer property temporarily [adj] 

BAILIFFS ABFFIILS BAILIFF, court officer [n] 

BAILMENT ABEILMNT act of bailing (to transfer property temporarily) [n -S] 

BAILOUTS ABILOSTU BAILOUT, act of parachuting from aircraft [n] 

BAILSMAN AABILMNS one who provides security for another [n -MEN] 

BAILSMEN ABEILMNS BAILSMAN, one who provides security for another [n] 

BAIRNISH ABHIINRS BAIRN, child (young person) [adj] 

BAITFISH ABFHIIST fish used as bait [n -ES] 

BAKELITE ABEEIKLT trademark [n -S] 

BAKEMEAT AABEEKMT pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

BAKERIES ABEEIKRS BAKERY, place where baked goods are sold [n] 

BAKESHOP ABEHKOPS bakery (place where baked goods are sold) [n -S] 

BAKEWARE AABEEKRW dishes used for baking [n -S] 

BAKLAVAS AAABKLSV BAKLAVA, Turkish pastry [n] 

BAKLAWAS AAABKLSW BAKLAWA, baklava (Turkish pastry) [n] 

BAKSHISH ABHHIKSS to give tip [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BALAFONS AABFLNOS BALAFON, musical instrument of Africa [n] 

BALANCED AABCDELN BALANCE, to weigh (to determine weight of) [v] 

BALANCER AABCELNR one that balances (to weigh (to determine weight of)) [n -S] 

BALANCES AABCELNS BALANCE, to weigh (to determine weight of) [v] 

BALDHEAD AABDDEHL bald person [n -S] 

BALDNESS ABDELNSS state of being bald (lacking hair (threadlike growth)) [n -ES] 

BALDPATE AABDELPT baldhead (bald person) [n -S] 

BALDRICK ABCDIKLR baldric (shoulder belt) [n -S] 

BALDRICS ABCDILRS BALDRIC, shoulder belt [n] 
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BALEFIRE ABEEFILR bonfire (open fire) [n -S] 

BALISAUR AABILRSU long-tailed badger [n -S] 

BALKIEST ABEIKLST BALKY, stubborn (unyielding (to give up)) [adj] 

BALKLINE ABEIKLLN starting line in track events [n -S] 

BALLADES AABDELLS BALLADE, type of poem (composition in verse) [n] 

BALLADIC AABCDILL BALLAD, narrative poem or song [adj] 

BALLADRY AABDLLRY ballad poetry [n -RIES] 

BALLASTS AABLLSST BALLAST, to stabilize [v] 

BALLBOYS ABBLLOSY BALLBOY, boy who retrieves balls during games [n] 

BALLCOCK ABCCKLLO type of valve [n -S] 

BALLETIC ABCEILLT BALLET, classical dance form [adj] 

BALLGAME AABEGLLM game played with ball [n -S] 

BALLGIRL ABGILLLR girl who retrieves balls during games [n -S] 

BALLHAWK AABHKLLW very good defensive ballplayer [n -S] 

BALLIEST ABEILLST BALLY, noisy uproar [adj] 

BALLISTA AABILLST ancient weapon [n -E, -S] 

BALLOCKS ABCKLLOS offensive word [n] 

BALLONET ABELLNOT small balloon [n -S] 

BALLONNE ABELLNNO ballet jump [n -S] 

BALLOONS ABLLNOOS BALLOON, to swell out [v] 

BALLOTED ABDELLOT BALLOT, to vote (to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion)) [v] 

BALLOTER ABELLORT one that ballots (to vote (to cast vote (formal expression of will or opinion))) [n -S] 

BALLPARK AABKLLPR facility in which ballgames are played [n -S] 

BALLROOM ABLLMOOR large room for dancing [n -S] 

BALLSIER ABEILLRS BALLSY, offensive word [adj] 

BALLSING ABGILLNS BALLS, BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BALLUTES ABELLSTU BALLUTE, small inflatable parachute [n] 

BALLYARD AABDLLRY ballpark (facility in which ballgames are played) [n -S] 

BALLYHOO ABHLLOOY to promote by uproar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BALLYRAG AABGLLRY to bullyrag (to bully (to treat abusively)) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BALMIEST ABEILMST BALMY, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

BALMLIKE ABEIKLLM BALM, fragrant resin [adj] 

BALMORAL AABLLMOR type of shoe (covering for foot) [n -S] 

BALONEYS ABELNOSY BALONEY, bologna (seasoned sausage) [n] 

BALSAMED AABDELMS BALSAM, to anoint with balsam (aromatic, resinous substance) [v] 

BALSAMIC AABCILMS containing balsam [adj] 

BALUSTER ABELRSTU railing support [n -S] 

BAMBINOS ABBIMNOS BAMBINO, baby [n] 

BANALITY AABILNTY something banal [n -TIES] 

BANALIZE AABEILNZ to make banal [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

BANAUSIC AABCINSU practical [adj] 

BANDAGED AABDDEGN BANDAGE, to cover wound with strip of cloth [v] 

BANDAGER AABDEGNR one that bandages (to cover wound with strip of cloth) [n -S] 

BANDAGES AABDEGNS BANDAGE, to cover wound with strip of cloth [v] 

BANDANAS AAABDNNS BANDANA, bandanna (large, colored handkerchief) [n] 

BANDANNA AAABDNNN large, colored handkerchief [n -S] 
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BANDEAUS AABDENSU BANDEAU, headband (band worn on head) [n] 

BANDEAUX AABDENUX BANDEAU, headband (band worn on head) [n] 

BANDEROL ABDELNOR streamer (long, narrow flag) [n -S] 

BANDIEST ABDEINST BANDY, curved apart at knees [adj] 

BANDINGS ABDGINNS BANDING, presence of stripes of contrasting colors [n] 

BANDITOS ABDINOST BANDITO, bandit (robber (one that robs (rob))) [n] 

BANDITRY ABDINRTY robbery by bandits [n -RIES] 

BANDITTI ABDIINTT BANDIT, robber (one that robs (to take property from illegally)) [n] 

BANDMATE AABDEMNT fellow member of band [n -S] 

BANDORAS AABDNORS BANDORA, bandore (ancient lute) [n] 

BANDORES ABDENORS BANDORE, ancient lute [n] 

BANDPASS AABDNPSS range of frequencies transmitted through filter [n -ES] 

BANDSAWN AABDNNSW BANDSAW, to cut with continuous saw [v] 

BANDSAWS AABDNSSW BANDSAW, to cut with continuous saw [v] 

BANDSMAN AABDMNNS member of musical band [n -MEN] 

BANDSMEN ABDEMNNS BANDSMAN, member of musical band [n] 

BANDURAS AABDNRSU BANDURA, Ukrainian stringed instrument [n] 

BANDYING ABDGINNY BANDY, to throw to and fro [v] 

BANGKOKS ABGKKNOS BANGKOK, straw hat [n] 

BANGTAIL AABGILNT racehorse [n -S] 

BANISHED ABDEHINS BANISH, to expel (to force out) [v] 

BANISHER ABEHINRS one that banishes (to expel (to force out)) [n -S] 

BANISHES ABEHINSS BANISH, to expel (to force out) [v] 

BANISTER ABEINRST handrail (railing used for support) [n -S] 

BANJAXED AABDEJNX BANJAX, to damage or ruin [v] 

BANJAXES AABEJNSX BANJAX, to damage or ruin [v] 

BANJOIST ABIJNOST one who plays banjo [n -S] 

BANKABLE AABBEKLN BANK, to keep money in bank (institution dealing in money matters) [adj] 

BANKBOOK ABBKKNOO depositor's book [n -S] 

BANKCARD AABCDKNR credit card issued by bank [n -S] 

BANKERLY ABEKLNRY BANKER, one who works in bank [adj] 

BANKINGS ABGIKNNS BANKING, business of bank [n] 

BANKNOTE ABEKNNOT promissory note [n -S] 

BANKROLL ABKLLNOR to fund (to provide money for) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BANKRUPT ABKNPRTU to impoverish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BANKSIAS AABIKNSS BANKSIA, Australian plant [n] 

BANKSIDE ABDEIKNS slope of river bank [n -S] 

BANNABLE AABBELNN liable to be banned [adj] 

BANNERED ABDEENNR BANNER, to furnish with flag [v] 

BANNERET ABEENNRT small flag [n -S] 

BANNEROL ABELNNOR banderol (streamer (long, narrow flag)) [n -S] 

BANNOCKS ABCKNNOS BANNOCK, type of cake [n] 

BANQUETS ABENQSTU BANQUET, to feast (to eat sumptuously) [v] 

BANSHEES ABEEHNSS BANSHEE, female spirit [n] 

BANSHIES ABEHINSS BANSHIE, banshee (female spirit) [n] 

BANTENGS ABEGNNST BANTENG, wild ox [n] 
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BANTERED ABDEENRT BANTER, to exchange mildly teasing remarks [v] 

BANTERER ABEENRRT one that banters (to exchange mildly teasing remarks) [n -S] 

BANTLING ABGILNNT very young child [n -S] 

BAPTISED ABDEIPST BAPTISE, to baptize (to administer baptism to) [v] 

BAPTISES ABEIPSST BAPTISE, to baptize (to administer baptism to) [v] 

BAPTISIA AABIIPST flowering plant [n -S] 

BAPTISMS ABIMPSST BAPTISM, Christian ceremony [n] 

BAPTISTS ABIPSSTT BAPTIST, one who baptizes [n] 

BAPTIZED ABDEIPTZ BAPTIZE, to administer baptism to [v] 

BAPTIZER ABEIPRTZ baptist (one who baptizes) [n -S] 

BAPTIZES ABEIPSTZ BAPTIZE, to administer baptism to [v] 

BARATHEA AAABEHRT silk fabric [n -S] 

BARBARIC AABBCIRR uncivilized (not civilized (to bring out of savagery)) [adj] 

BARBASCO AABBCORS tropical tree [n -ES, -S] 

BARBECUE ABBCEERU to cook over live coals or open fire [v -D, -UING, -S] 

BARBELLS ABBELLRS BARBELL, exercise apparatus [n] 

BARBEQUE ABBEEQRU to barbecue (to cook over live coals or open fire) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

BARBERED ABBDEERR BARBER, to cut hair [v] 

BARBERRY ABBERRRY shrub (low, woody plant) [n -RRIES] 

BARBETTE ABBEERTT platform (raised floor or flat surface) [n -S] 

BARBICAN AABBCINR outer fortification [n -S] 

BARBICEL ABBCEILR part of feather [n -S] 

BARBITAL AABBILRT sedative (drug that induces calm state) [n -S] 

BARBLESS ABBELRSS having no barbs [adj] 

BARBOTTE ABBEORTT large catfish [n -S] 

BARBULES ABBELRSU BARBULE, small barb [n] 

BARBWIRE ABBEIRRW barbed wire [n -S] 

BARCHANS AABCHNRS BARCHAN, type of sand dune [n] 

BARCODES ABCDEORS BARCODE, automatically scannable geometric identifying code [n]  

BAREBACK AABBCEKR without saddle [adv] 

BAREBOAT AABBEORT pleasure boat rented without personnel [n -S] 

BAREFOOT ABEFOORT being without shoes [adj] 

BAREHAND AABDEHNR to catch with bare hand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BAREHEAD AABDEEHR without hat [adv] 

BARENESS ABEENRSS state of being bare (naked (being without clothing or covering)) [n -ES] 

BARESARK AABEKRRS ancient warrior [n -S] 

BARFLIES ABEFILRS BARFLY, drinker who frequents bars [n] 

BARGAINS AABGINRS BARGAIN, to discuss terms for selling or buying [v] 

BARGELLO ABEGLLOR needlepoint stitch that makes zigzag pattern [n -S] 

BARGEMAN AABEGMNR master or crew member of barge [n -MEN] 

BARGEMEN ABEEGMNR BARGEMAN, master or crew member of barge [n] 

BARGHEST ABEGHRST goblin (evil or mischievous creature) [n -S] 

BARGOONS ABGNOORS BARGOON, bargain [n] 

BARGUEST ABEGRSTU barghest (goblin (evil or mischievous creature)) [n -S] 

BARILLAS AABILLRS BARILLA, chemical compound [n] 

BARISTAS AABIRSST BARISTA, one who makes and serves coffee to public [n] 
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BARITONE ABEINORT male singing voice [n -S] 

BARKEEPS ABEEKPRS BARKEEP, bartender (one that bartends (to tend barroom)) [n] 

BARKIEST ABEIKRST BARKY, covered with bark (tough outer covering of root or stem) [adj] 

BARKLESS ABEKLRSS having no bark; unable to bark [adj] 

BARLEDUC ABCDELRU fruit jam [n -S] 

BARMAIDS AABDIMRS BARMAID, female bartender [n] 

BARMIEST ABEIMRST BARMY, full of barm; frothy [adj] 

BARNACLE AABCELNR shellfish [n -S] 

BARNIEST ABEINRST BARNY, resembling barn in size, shape, or smell [adj] 

BARNLIKE ABEIKLNR resembling barn [adj] 

BARNWOOD ABDNOORW wide wood for building barns [n -S] 

BARNYARD AABDNRRY yard near barn [n -S] 

BAROGRAM AABGMORR barometric reading [n -S] 

BARONAGE AABEGNOR rank of baron [n -S] 

BARONESS ABENORSS wife of baron [n -ES] 

BARONETS ABENORST BARONET, holder of rank below that of baron [n] 

BARONIAL AABILNOR pertaining to baron (lower member of nobility) [adj] 

BARONIES ABEINORS BARONY, domain of baron [n] 

BARONNES ABENNORS BARONNE, baroness (wife of baron) [n] 

BAROQUES ABEOQRSU BAROQUE, ornate object [n] 

BAROSAUR AABORRSU large dinosaur [n -S] 

BAROUCHE ABCEHORU type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 

BARRABLE AABBELRR capable of being barred [adj] 

BARRACKS AABCKRRS BARRACK, to shout boisterously [v] 

BARRAGED AABDEGRR BARRAGE, to subject to massive attack [v] 

BARRAGES AABEGRRS BARRAGE, to subject to massive attack [v] 

BARRANCA AAABCNRR steep ravine [n -S] 

BARRANCO AABCNORR barranca (steep ravine) [n -S] 

BARRATER AABERRRT barrator (one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship)) [n -S] 

BARRATOR AABORRRT one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship) [n -S] 

BARRATRY AABRRRTY fraud committed by master or crew of ship [n -RIES] 

BARRELED ABDEELRR BARREL, to move fast [v] 

BARRENER ABEENRRR BARREN, unproductive (productive) [adj] 

BARRENLY ABELNRRY BARREN, unproductive (not productive) [adv] 

BARRETOR ABEORRRT barrator (one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship)) [n -S] 

BARRETRY ABERRRTY barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship) [n -RIES] 

BARRETTE ABEERRTT hair clip [n -S] 

BARRIERS ABEIRRRS BARRIER, obstacle (something that obstructs (to get in way of)) [n] 

BARRIQUE ABEIQRRU wine barrel [n -S] 

BARROOMS ABMOORRS BARROOM, room where liquor is sold [n] 

BARSTOOL ABLOORST stool in barroom [n -S] 

BARTENDS ABDENRST BARTEND, to tend barroom [v] 

BARTERED ABDEERRT BARTER, to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity) [v] 

BARTERER ABEERRRT one that barters (to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity)) [n -S] 

BARTISAN AABINRST bartizan (small turret) [n -S] 

BARTIZAN AABINRTZ small turret [n -S] 
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BARWARES AABERRSW BARWARE, barroom equipment [n] 

BARYONIC ABCINORY BARYON, type of subatomic particle [adj] 

BARYTONE ABENORTY baritone (male singing voice) [n -S] 

BARYTONS ABNORSTY BARYTON, stringed instrument [n] 

BASALTES AABELSST unglazed stoneware [n -S] 

BASALTIC AABCILST BASALT, volcanic rock [adj] 

BASCINET ABCEINST basinet (medieval helmet) [n -S] 

BASCULES ABCELSSU BASCULE, type of seesaw [n] 

BASEBALL AABBELLS type of ball [n -S] 

BASEBORN ABBENORS of low birth [adj] 

BASEHEAD AABDEEHS crack cocaine addict [n -S] 

BASELESS ABEELSSS having no foundation [adj] 

BASELINE ABEEILNS line at either end of court in certain sports [n -S] 

BASELOAD AABDELOS permanent load on power supplies [n -S] 

BASEMENT ABEEMNST part of building below ground level [n -S] 

BASENESS ABEENSSS state of being base (morally low) [n -ES] 

BASENJIS ABEIJNSS BASENJI, barkless dog [n] 

BASEPATH AABEHPST baserunner's path between bases [n -S] 

BASHINGS ABGHINSS BASHING, act of beating [n] 

BASHLYKS ABHKLSSY BASHLYK, cloth hood [n] 

BASICITY ABCIISTY state of being alkaline (containing alkali (type of chemical compound)) [n -TIES] 

BASIDIAL AABDIILS BASIDIUM, structure on fungus [adj] 

BASIDIUM ABDIIMSU structure on fungus [n -IA] 

BASIFIED ABDEFIIS BASIFY, to alkalize (to convert into alkali) [v] 

BASIFIER ABEFIIRS one that basifies (to alkalize (to convert into alkali)) [n -S] 

BASIFIES ABEFIISS BASIFY, to alkalize (to convert into alkali) [v] 

BASILARY AABILRSY basilar (basal (pertaining to foundation)) [adj] 

BASILECT ABCEILST least prestigious language of area [n -S] 

BASILICA AABCIILS ancient Roman building [n -E, -S] 

BASILISK ABIIKLSS fabled serpent [n -S] 

BASINETS ABEINSST BASINET, medieval helmet [n] 

BASINFUL ABFILNSU as much as basin can hold [n -S] 

BASKETRY ABEKRSTY basket weaving [n -RIES] 

BASMATIS AABIMSST BASMATI, long-grain rice [n] 

BASOPHIL ABHILOPS type of cell [n -S] 

BASSETED ABDEESST BASSET, to outcrop (to protrude above soil) [v] 

BASSETTS ABESSSTT BASSETT, hound [n] 

BASSINET ABEINSST basket used as baby's crib [n -S] 

BASSISTS ABISSSST BASSIST, person who plays double bass [n] 

BASSNESS ABENSSSS lowness in pitch [n -ES] 

BASSOONS ABNOOSSS BASSOON, low-pitched instrument [n] 

BASSWOOD ABDOOSSW linden tree [n -S] 

BASTARDS AABDRSST BASTARD, illegitimate child [n] 

BASTARDY AABDRSTY state of being bastard (illegitimate child) [n -DIES] 

BASTILES ABEILSST BASTILE, bastille (prison) [n] 

BASTILLE ABEILLST prison [n -S] 
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BASTINGS ABGINSST BASTING, thread used by baster [n] 

BASTIONS ABINOSST BASTION, fortified place [n] 

BATCHERS ABCEHRST BATCHER, one that batches (to bring together) [n] 

BATCHING ABCGHINT BATCH, to bring together [v] 

BATFOWLS ABFLOSTW BATFOWL, to catch birds at night [v] 

BATGIRLS ABGILRST BATGIRL, girl who minds baseball equipment [n] 

BATHETIC ABCEHITT trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

BATHINGS ABGHINST BATHING, act of one that bathes [n] 

BATHLESS ABEHLSST not having had bath [adj] 

BATHMATS AABHMSTT BATHMAT, mat used in bathroom [n] 

BATHOSES ABEHOSST BATHOS, triteness (quality of being trite (used so often as to be made commonplace)) [n] 

BATHROBE ABBEHORT housecoat [n -S] 

BATHROOM ABHMOORT room in which to bathe [n -S] 

BATHTUBS ABBHSTTU BATHTUB, tub in which to bathe [n] 

BATIKING ABGIIKNT BATIK, to dye fabric by particular process [v] 

BATISTES ABEISSTT BATISTE, sheer fabric [n] 

BATTALIA AAABILTT military unit [n -S] 

BATTEAUX AABETTUX BATTEAU, bateau (flat-bottomed boat) [n] 

BATTENED ABDEENTT BATTEN, to fasten with strips of wood [v] 

BATTENER ABEENRTT one that battens (to fasten with strips of wood) [n -S] 

BATTERED ABDEERTT BATTER, to beat repeatedly [v] 

BATTERER ABEERRTT one that batters (to beat repeatedly) [n -S] 

BATTERIE ABEEIRTT ballet movement [n -RIES] 

BATTIEST ABEISTTT BATTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

BATTINGS ABGINSTT BATTING, batt (sheet of cotton) [n] 

BATTLERS ABELRSTT BATTLER, one that battles (to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary)) [n] 

BATTLING ABGILNTT BATTLE, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

BAUDEKIN ABDEIKNU brocaded fabric [n -S] 

BAUDRONS ABDNORSU cat [n -ES] 

BAUHINIA AABHIINU small tropical tree [n -S] 

BAULKERS ABEKLRSU BAULKER, balker (one that balks (to stop short and refuse to proceed)) [n] 

BAULKIER ABEIKLRU BAULKY, balky (stubborn (unyielding (yield))) [adj] 

BAULKING ABGIKLNU BAULK, to balk (to stop short and refuse to proceed) [v] 

BAUXITES ABEISTUX BAUXITE, ore of aluminum [n] 

BAUXITIC ABCIITUX BAUXITE, ore of aluminum [adj] 

BAWCOCKS ABCCKOSW BAWCOCK, fine fellow [n] 

BAWDIEST ABDEISTW BAWDY, obscene (indecent (not decent)) [adj] 

BAWDRICS ABCDIRSW BAWDRIC, baldric (shoulder belt) [n] 

BAWDRIES ABDEIRSW BAWDRY, obscenity [n] 

BAYADEER AABDEERY bayadere (dancing girl) [n -S] 

BAYADERE AABDEERY dancing girl [n -S] 

BAYBERRY ABBERRYY berry tree [n -RRIES] 

BAYFRONT ABFNORTY shoreline of bay (inlet of sea) [n -S] 

BAYNODDY ABDDNOYY bayman (person who fishes on bay) [n -DDIES] 

BAYONETS ABENOSTY BAYONET, to stab with dagger-like weapon [v] 

BAYSIDES ABDEISSY BAYSIDE, shore of bay (inlet of sea) [n] 
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BAYWOODS ABDOOSWY BAYWOOD, coarse mahogany [n] 

BAZOOKAS AABKOOSZ BAZOOKA, small rocket launcher [n] 

BDELLIUM BDEILLMU gum resin [n -S] 

BEACHBOY ABBCEHOY male beach attendant [n -S] 

BEACHIER ABCEEHIR BEACHY, sandy or pebbly [adj] 

BEACHING ABCEGHIN BEACH, to drive ashore [v] 

BEACONED ABCDEENO BEACON, to warn or guide [v] 

BEADIEST ABDEEIST BEADY, resembling beads [adj] 

BEADINGS ABDEGINS BEADING, beaded material [n] 

BEADLIKE ABDEEIKL beady (resembling beads) [adj] 

BEADROLL ABDELLOR list of names [n -S] 

BEADSMAN AABDEMNS one who prays for another [n -MEN] 

BEADSMEN ABDEEMNS BEADSMAN, one who prays for another [n] 

BEADWORK ABDEKORW beading (beaded material) [n -S] 

BEAGLERS ABEEGLRS BEAGLER, one that hunts game with beagles [n] 

BEAGLING ABEGGILN activity of hunting with beagles [n -S] / BEAGLE, to hunt with beagles (small hounds) [v] 

BEAKIEST ABEEIKST BEAKY, resembling beak (bird's bill) [adj] 

BEAKLESS ABEEKLSS BEAK, bird's bill [adj] 

BEAKLIKE ABEEIKKL BEAK, bird's bill [adj] 

BEALINGS ABEGILNS BEALING, beal (infected sore (painful place on body)) [n] 

BEAMIEST ABEEIMST BEAMY, beaming [adj] 

BEAMLESS ABEELMSS having no beam [adj] 

BEAMLIKE ABEEIKLM resembling beam [adj] 

BEANBAGS AABBEGNS BEANBAG, small cloth bag [n] 

BEANBALL AABBELLN baseball thrown at head [n -S] 

BEANLIKE ABEEIKLN resembling bean [adj] 

BEANPOLE ABEELNOP thin pole [n -S] 

BEARABLE AABBEELR BEAR, to endure (to last (to continue in existence)) [adj] 

BEARABLY AABBELRY BEAR, to endure (to last (to continue in existence)) [adv] 

BEARCATS AABCERST BEARCAT, small mammal [n] 

BEARDING ABDEGINR BEARD, to oppose boldly [v] 

BEARHUGS ABEGHRSU BEARHUG, rough tight embrace [n] 

BEARINGS ABEGINRS BEARING, demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself) [n] 

BEARLIKE ABEEIKLR bearish (resembling bear (large mammal)) [adj] 

BEARPAWS AABEPRSW BEARPAW, paw of bear [n] 

BEARSKIN ABEIKNRS skin of bear [n -S] 

BEARWOOD ABDEOORW small tree of buckthorn family [n -S] 

BEASTIES ABEEISST BEASTIE, tiny animal [n] 

BEATABLE AABBEELT BEAT, to strike repeatedly [adj] 

BEATDOWN ABDENOTW crushing defeat [n -S]  

BEATIFIC ABCEFIIT blissful (very happy) [adj] 

BEATINGS ABEGINST BEATING, defeat [n] 

BEATLESS ABEELSST having no rhythm [adj] 

BEATNIKS ABEIKNST BEATNIK, nonconformist [n] 

BEAUCOUP ABCEOPUU abundance (state of being abundant (present in great quantity)) [n -S] 

BEAUTEST ABEESTTU BEAUT, beautiful [adj] 
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BEAUTIES ABEEISTU BEAUTY, one that is lovely [n] 

BEAUTIFY ABEFITUY to make beautiful [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

BEAVERED ABDEEERV BEAVER, to work hard [v] 

BEBEERUS BBEEERSU BEBEERU, tropical tree [n] 

BEBLOODS BBDELOOS BEBLOOD, to cover with blood [v] 

BEBOPPER BBEEOPPR one that likes bebop [n -S] 

BECALMED ABCDEELM BECALM, to make calm [v] 

BECAPPED ABCDEEPP BECAP, to put cap on [v] 

BECARPET ABCEEPRT to cover with carpet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECHALKS ABCEHKLS BECHALK, to cover with chalk [v] 

BECHAMEL ABCEEHLM white sauce [n -S] 

BECHANCE ABCCEEHN to befall (to happen to) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BECHARMS ABCEHMRS BECHARM, to hold under spell [v] 

BECKONED BCDEEKNO BECKON, to signal by sign or gesture [v] 

BECKONER BCEEKNOR one that beckons (to signal by sign or gesture) [n -S] 

BECLAMOR ABCELMOR to clamor loudly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLASPS ABCELPSS BECLASP, to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v] 

BECLOAKS ABCEKLOS BECLOAK, to place cloak on [v] 

BECLOTHE BCEEHLOT to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

BECLOUDS BCDELOSU BECLOUD, to make cloudy [v] 

BECLOWNS BCELNOSW BECLOWN, to cause to appear ridiculous [v] 

BECOMING BCEGIMNO BECOME, to come to be [v] / process of change [n -S]  

BECOWARD ABCDEORW to accuse of cowardice [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECRAWLS ABCELRSW BECRAWL, to crawl over [v] 

BECRIMED BCDEEIMR BECRIME, to make guilty of crime [v] 

BECRIMES BCEEIMRS BECRIME, to make guilty of crime [v] 

BECROWDS BCDEORSW BECROWD, to crowd closely [v] 

BECRUSTS BCERSSTU BECRUST, to cover with crust [v] 

BECUDGEL BCDEEGLU to cudgel thoroughly [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

BECURSED BCDEERSU BECURSE, to curse severely [v] 

BECURSES BCEERSSU BECURSE, to curse severely [v] 

BEDABBLE ABBBDEEL to soil (to make dirty) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEDAMNED ABDDEEMN BEDAMN, to swear at [v] 

BEDARKEN ABDEEKNR to darken (to make dark) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDAUBED ABBDDEEU BEDAUB, to besmear (to smear over) [v] 

BEDAZZLE ABDEELZZ to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEDBOARD ABBDDEOR board placed between mattress and bedspring [n -S] 

BEDCHAIR ABCDEHIR chair near bed [n -S] 

BEDCOVER BCDEEORV cover for bed [n -S] 

BEDDABLE ABBDDEEL suitable for taking to bed [adj] 

BEDDINGS BDDEGINS BEDDING, material for making up bed [n] 

BEDEAFEN ABDEEEFN to deafen (to make deaf) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDECKED BCDDEEEK BEDECK, to clothe with finery [v] 

BEDESMAN ABDEEMNS beadsman (one who prays for another) [n -MEN] 

BEDESMEN BDEEEMNS BEDESMAN, beadsman (one who prays for another) [n] 

BEDEVILS BDEEILSV BEDEVIL, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 
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BEDEWING BDEEGINW BEDEW, to wet with dew [v] 

BEDFRAME ABDEEFMR frame of bed [n -S] 

BEDGOWNS BDEGNOSW BEDGOWN, dressing gown [n] 

BEDHEADS ABDDEEHS BEDHEAD, upright board at head of bed [n] 

BEDIAPER ABDEEIPR to ornament with kind of design [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDIGHTS BDEGHIST BEDIGHT, to bedeck (to clothe with finery) [v] 

BEDIMMED BDDEEIMM BEDIM, to make dim [v] 

BEDIMPLE BDEEILMP to dimple (to mark with indentations) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEDIZENS BDEEINSZ BEDIZEN, to dress gaudily [v] 

BEDLAMER ABDEELMR young harp seal (aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

BEDLAMPS ABDELMPS BEDLAMP, lamp near bed [n] 

BEDLINER BDEEILNR protective covering for bed of truck [n -S] 

BEDMAKER ABDEEKMR one that makes beds [n -S] 

BEDMATES ABDEEMST BEDMATE, bed companion [n] 

BEDOTTED BDDEEOTT covered with dots [adj] 

BEDOUINS BDEINOSU BEDOUIN, nomadic Arab [n] 

BEDPLATE ABDEELPT frame support [n -S] 

BEDPOSTS BDEOPSST BEDPOST, post of bed [n] 

BEDQUILT BDEILQTU quilt for bed [n -S] 

BEDRAILS ABDEILRS BEDRAIL, board at bedside [n] 

BEDRAPED ABDDEEPR BEDRAPE, to drape (to arrange in graceful folds) [v] 

BEDRAPES ABDEEPRS BEDRAPE, to drape (to arrange in graceful folds) [v] 

BEDRENCH BCDEEHNR to drench thoroughly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BEDRESTS BDEERSST BEDREST, confinement to bed [n] 

BEDRIVEL BDEEILRV to cover with saliva [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

BEDROCKS BCDEKORS BEDROCK, rock under soil [n] 

BEDROLLS BDELLORS BEDROLL, portable roll of bedding [n] 

BEDROOMS BDEMOORS BEDROOM, room for sleeping [n] 

BEDSHEET BDEEEHST sheet for bed [n -S] 

BEDSIDES BDDEEISS BEDSIDE, side of bed [n] 

BEDSKIRT BDEIKRST drapery attached to bed frame [n -S] 

BEDSOCKS BCDEKOSS BEDSOCK, sock for wear in bed [n] 

BEDSONIA ABDEINOS virus (any of class of submicroscopic pathogens) [n -S] 

BEDSORES BDEEORSS BEDSORE, type of sore [n] 

BEDSTAND ABDDENST table next to bed [n -S] 

BEDSTEAD ABDDEEST support for bed [n -S] 

BEDSTRAW ABDERSTW woody herb [n -S] 

BEDTICKS BCDEIKST BEDTICK, cloth case of mattress [n] 

BEDTIMES BDEEIMST BEDTIME, time for going to bed [n] 

BEDUMBED BBDDEEMU BEDUMB, to render speechless [v] 

BEDUNCED BCDDEENU BEDUNCE, to make dunce of [v] 

BEDUNCES BCDEENSU BEDUNCE, to make dunce of [v] 

BEDWARDS ABDDERSW bedward (toward bed) [adv] 

BEDWARFS ABDEFRSW BEDWARF, to cause to appear small by comparison [v] 

BEEBREAD ABBDEEER pollen mixture [n -S] 

BEECHIER BCEEEHIR BEECHY, abounding in beeches [adj] 
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BEECHNUT BCEEHNTU nut of beech [n -S] 

BEEFALOS ABEEFLOS BEEFALO, offspring of American buffalo and domestic cattle [n] 

BEEFCAKE ABCEEEFK pictures of male physiques [n -S] 

BEEFIEST BEEEFIST BEEFY, brawny (muscular (pertaining to muscle)) [adj] 

BEEFLESS BEEEFLSS being without beef [adj] 

BEEFWOOD BDEEFOOW hardwood tree [n -S] 

BEEHIVED BDEEEHIV having hairdo shaped like beehive [adj] 

BEEHIVES BEEEHISV BEEHIVE, hive for bees [n] 

BEELINED BDEEEILN BEELINE, to go in straight direct course [v] 

BEELINES BEEEILNS BEELINE, to go in straight direct course [v] 

BEERIEST BEEEIRST BEERY, affected by beer [adj] 

BEERNUTS BEENRSTU BEERNUT, peanut with sweet coating [n] 

BEESWING BEEGINSW crust that forms on wines [n -S] 

BEETLERS BEEELRST BEETLER, one that operates cloth-finishing machine [n] 

BEETLING BEEGILNT BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BEETROOT BEEOORTT root of beet [n -S] 

BEEYARDS ABDEERSY BEEYARD, apiary (place where bees are kept) [n] 

BEFALLEN ABEEFLLN BEFALL, to happen to [v] 

BEFINGER BEEFGINR to touch all over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEFITTED BDEEFITT BEFIT, to be suitable to [v] 

BEFLEAED ABDEEEFL BEFLEA, to infest with fleas [v] 

BEFLECKS BCEEFKLS BEFLECK, to fleck (to mark with flecks (tiny streaks or spots)) [v] 

BEFLOWER BEEFLORW to cover with flowers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEFOGGED BDEEFGGO BEFOG, to envelop in fog [v] 

BEFOOLED BDEEFLOO BEFOOL, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

BEFOULED BDEEFLOU BEFOUL, to foul (to make foul) [v] 

BEFOULER BEEFLORU one that befouls (to foul (to make foul)) [n -S] 

BEFRIEND BDEEFINR to act as friend to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEFRINGE BEEFGINR to border with fringe [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BEFUDDLE BDDEEFLU to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEGALLED ABDEEGLL BEGALL, to make sore by rubbing [v] 

BEGAZING ABEGGINZ BEGAZE, to gaze at [v] 

BEGEMMED BDEEEGMM BEGEM, to gem (to adorn with gems (precious stones)) [v] 

BEGETTER BEEEGRTT one that begets (to cause to exist) [n -S] 

BEGGARED ABDEEGGR BEGGAR, to impoverish [v] 

BEGGARLY ABEGGLRY very poor [adj] 

BEGINNER BEEGINNR one that begins (to start (to set out)) [n -S] 

BEGIRDED BDDEEGIR BEGIRD, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

BEGIRDLE BDEEGILR to surround (to extend completely around) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEGLAMOR ABEGLMOR to dazzle with glamor [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEGLOOMS BEGLMOOS BEGLOOM, to make gloomy [v] 

BEGONIAS ABEGINOS BEGONIA, tropical herb [n] 

BEGORRAH ABEGHORR begorra (used as mild oath) [interj] 

BEGOTTEN BEEGNOTT BEGET, to cause to exist [v] 

BEGRIMED BDEEGIMR BEGRIME, to dirty (to make dirty) [v] 

BEGRIMES BEEGIMRS BEGRIME, to dirty (to make dirty) [v] 
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BEGROANS ABEGNORS BEGROAN, to groan at [v] 

BEGRUDGE BDEEGGRU to concede reluctantly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BEGUILED BDEEGILU BEGUILE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

BEGUILER BEEGILRU one that beguiles (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [n -S] 

BEGUILES BEEGILSU BEGUILE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

BEGUINES BEEGINSU BEGUINE, lively dance [n] 

BEGULFED BDEEFGLU BEGULF, to engulf (to surround completely) [v] 

BEHALVES ABEEHLSV BEHALF, interest, support, or benefit [n] 

BEHAVERS ABEEHRSV BEHAVER, one that behaves (to act properly) [n] 

BEHAVING ABEGHINV BEHAVE, to act properly [v] 

BEHAVIOR ABEHIORV demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself) [n -S] 

BEHEADAL AABDEEHL act of beheading (to cut off head of) [n -S] 

BEHEADED ABDDEEEH BEHEAD, to cut off head of [v] 

BEHEADER ABDEEEHR one that beheads (to cut off head of) [n -S] 

BEHEMOTH BEEHHMOT large beast [n -S] 

BEHOLDEN BDEEHLNO indebted (owing something to another) [adj] 

BEHOLDER BDEEHLOR one that beholds (to view (to look at)) [n -S] 

BEHOOVED BDEEHOOV BEHOOVE, to be proper for [v] 

BEHOOVES BEEHOOSV BEHOOF, use, advantage, or benefit [n] / BEHOOVE, to be proper for [v] 

BEHOVING BEGHINOV BEHOVE, to behoove (to be proper for) [v] 

BEHOWLED BDEEHLOW BEHOWL, to howl at [v] 

BEIGNETS BEEGINST BEIGNET, type of fritter or doughnut [n] 

BEJABERS ABBEEJRS bejesus (exclamation used as mild oath) [n -ES] 

BEJEEZUS BEEEJSUZ bejesus (exclamation used as mild oath) [n -ES] 

BEJEWELS BEEEJLSW BEJEWEL, to adorn with jewels [v] 

BEJUMBLE BBEEJLMU to jumble (to mix in disordered manner) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEKISSED BDEEIKSS BEKISS, to cover with kisses [v] 

BEKISSES BEEIKSSS BEKISS, to cover with kisses [v] 

BEKNIGHT BEGHIKNT to raise to knighthood [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BELABORS ABBELORS BELABOR, to discuss for absurd amount of time [v] 

BELABOUR ABBELORU to belabor (to discuss for absurd amount of time) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BELADIED ABDDEEIL BELADY, to apply title of lady to [v] 

BELADIES ABDEEILS BELADY, to apply title of lady to [v] 

BELAUDED ABDDEELU BELAUD, to praise (to express approval or admiration of) [v] 

BELAYERS ABEELRSY BELAYER, one that belays (to fasten rope) [n] 

BELAYING ABEGILNY BELAY, to fasten rope [v] 

BELCHERS BCEEHLRS BELCHER, one that belches (to expel gas through mouth) [n] 

BELCHING BCEGHILN BELCH, to expel gas through mouth [v] 

BELDAMES ABDEELMS BELDAME, beldam (old woman) [n] 

BELEAPED ABDEEELP BELEAP, to leap upon [v] 

BELFRIED BDEEFILR BELFRY, bell tower [adj] 

BELFRIES BEEFILRS BELFRY, bell tower [n] 

BELIEVED BDEEEILV BELIEVE, to accept as true or real [v] 

BELIEVER BEEEILRV one that believes (to accept as true or real) [n -S] 

BELIEVES BEEEILSV BELIEVE, to accept as true or real [v] 

BELIQUOR BEILOQRU to soak with liquor [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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BELITTLE BEEILLTT to disparage [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BELLBIRD BBDEILLR tropical bird [n -S] 

BELLBOYS BBELLOSY BELLBOY, hotel's errand boy [n] 

BELLBUOY BBELLOUY buoy (warning float) having bell [n -S] 

BELLCAST ABCELLST designating style of roof architecture [adj] 

BELLEEKS BEEEKLLS BELLEEK, very thin translucent porcelain [n] 

BELLHOPS BEHLLOPS BELLHOP, bellboy (hotel's errand boy) [n] 

BELLINGS BEGILLNS BELLING, mock serenade for newlyweds [n] 

BELLOWED BDEELLOW BELLOW, to shout in deep voice [v] 

BELLOWER BEELLORW one that bellows (to shout in deep voice) [n -S] 

BELLPULL BELLLLPU cord pulled to ring bell [n -S] 

BELLWORT BELLORTW flowering plant [n -S] 

BELLYFUL BEFLLLUY excessive amount [n -S] 

BELLYING BEGILLNY BELLY, to swell out [v] 

BELONGED BDEEGLNO BELONG, to be member of [v] 

BELOVEDS BDEELOSV BELOVED, one who is loved [n] 

BELTINGS BEGILNST BELTING, material for belts [n] 

BELTLESS BEELLSST having no belt [adj] 

BELTLINE BEEILLNT waistline [n -S] 

BELTWAYS ABELSTWY BELTWAY, highway around urban area [n] 

BEMADAMS AABDEMMS BEMADAM, to call by title of madam [v] 

BEMADDEN ABDDEEMN to madden (to make or become mad) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEMEANED ABDEEEMN BEMEAN, to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value) [v] 

BEMINGLE BEEGILMN to mix together [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEMIRING BEGIIMNR BEMIRE, to soil with mud [v] 

BEMISTED BDEEIMST BEMIST, to envelop in mist [v] 

BEMIXING BEGIIMNX BEMIX, to mix thoroughly [v] 

BEMOANED ABDEEMNO BEMOAN, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BEMOCKED BCDEEKMO BEMOCK, to mock (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

BEMUDDLE BDDEELMU to confuse completely [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEMURMUR BEMMRRUU to murmur at [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEMUSING BEGIMNSU BEMUSE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

BEMUZZLE BEELMUZZ to muzzle (to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BENADRYL ABDELNRY trademark [n -S] 

BENAMING ABEGIMNN BENAME, to name (to give title to) [v] 

BENCHERS BCEEHNRS BENCHER, magistrate [n] 

BENCHING BCEGHINN BENCH, to take player out of game (team competition) [v] 

BENCHTOP BCEHNOPT suitable for use on workbench [adj] 

BENDABLE ABBDEELN BEND, to curve (to deviate from straightness) [adj] 

BENDAYED ABDDEENY BENDAY, to reproduce using certain process [v] 

BENDIEST BDEEINST BENDY, flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

BENDWAYS ABDENSWY bendwise (diagonally (in diagonal manner)) [adv] 

BENDWISE BDEEINSW diagonally (in diagonal manner) [adv] 

BENEDICK BCDEEIKN benedict (newly married man) [n -S] 

BENEDICT BCDEEINT newly married man [n -S] 

BENEFICE BCEEEFIN to endow with land [v -D, -CING, -S] 
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BENEFITS BEEFINST BENEFIT, to be helpful or useful to [v] 

BENIGNLY BEGILNNY BENIGN, kind (having gentle, giving nature) [adv] 

BENISONS BEINNOSS BENISON, blessing (prayer (devout petition to deity)) [n] 

BENJAMIN ABEIJMNN benzoin (gum resin) [n -S] 

BENOMYLS BELMNOSY BENOMYL, chemical compound [n] 

BENTHONS BEHNNOST BENTHON, organisms living in benthos [n] 

BENTWOOD BDENOOTW wood bent for use in furniture [n -S] 

BENUMBED BBDEEMNU BENUMB, to make numb [v] 

BENZENES BEEENNSZ BENZENE, volatile liquid [n] 

BENZIDIN BDEIINNZ hydrocarbon [n -S] 

BENZINES BEEINNSZ BENZINE, volatile liquid [n] 

BENZOATE ABEENOTZ chemical salt [n -S] 

BENZOINS BEINNOSZ BENZOIN, gum resin [n] 

BENZOLES BEELNOSZ BENZOLE, benzol (benzene (volatile liquid)) [n] 

BENZOYLS BELNOSYZ BENZOYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

BENZYLIC BCEILNYZ BENZYL, univalent chemical radical [adj] 

BEPAINTS ABEINPST BEPAINT, to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v] 

BEPIMPLE BEEILMPP to cover with pimples [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEQUEATH ABEEHQTU to grant by testament [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEQUESTS BEEQSSTU BEQUEST, legacy (something bequeathed) [n] 

BERAKING ABEGIKNR BERAKE, to rake all over [v] 

BERASCAL AABCELRS to accuse of being rascal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BERATING ABEGINRT BERATE, to scold severely [v] 

BERBERIN BBEEINRR medicinal alkaloid [n -S] 

BERBERIS BBEEIRRS barberry (shrub (low, woody plant)) [n -ES] 

BERCEUSE BCEEERSU lullaby [n -S] 

BERDACHE ABCDEEHR Native American male transvestite [n -S] 

BEREAVED ABDEEERV BEREAVE, to deprive (to take something away from) [v] 

BEREAVER ABEEERRV one that bereaves (to deprive (to take something away from)) [n -S] 

BEREAVES ABEEERSV BEREAVE, to deprive (to take something away from) [v] 

BERETTAS ABEERSTT BERETTA, biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n] 

BERGAMOT ABEGMORT citrus tree [n -S] 

BERGENIA ABEEGINR flowering plant [n -S] 

BERGERES BEEEGRRS BERGERE, upholstered armchair [n] 

BERHYMED BDEEHMRY BERHYME, to compose in rhyme [v] 

BERHYMES BEEHMRSY BERHYME, to compose in rhyme [v] 

BERIBERI BBEEIIRR thiamine deficiency disease [n -S] 

BERIMBAU ABBEIMRU Brazilian musical instrument [n -S] 

BERIMING BEGIIMNR BERIME, to berhyme (to compose in rhyme) [v] 

BERINGED BDEEGINR adorned with rings [adj] 

BERLINES BEEILNRS BERLINE, limousine [n] 

BERMUDAS ABDEMRSU knee-length walking shorts [n -S] 

BERNICLE BCEEILNR wild goose [n -S] 

BEROUGED BDEEGORU obviously or thickly rouged [adj] 

BERRETTA ABEERRTT biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

BERRYING BEGINRRY activity of gathering berries [n -S] / BERRY, to produce berries (fleshy fruits) [v] 
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BERSEEMS BEEEMRSS BERSEEM, clover (plant) [n] 

BERSERKS BEEKRRSS BERSERK, fierce warrior [n] 

BERTHING BEGHINRT action of mooring ship [n -S] / BERTH, to provide with mooring [v] 

BERYLINE BEEILNRY BERYL, green mineral [adj] 

BESCORCH BCCEHORS to scorch (to burn slightly so as to alter color or taste) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BESCOURS BCEORSSU BESCOUR, to scour thoroughly [v] 

BESCREEN BCEEENRS to screen (to provide with screen (device designed to divide, conceal, or protect)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESEEMED BDEEEEMS BESEEM, to be suitable [v] 

BESETTER BEEERSTT one that besets (to assail (to attack)) [n -S] 

BESHADOW ABDEHOSW to cast shadow on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESHAMED ABDEEHMS BESHAME, to put to shame [v] 

BESHAMES ABEEHMSS BESHAME, to put to shame [v] 

BESHIVER BEEHIRSV to break into small pieces [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESHOUTS BEHOSSTU BESHOUT, to shout at [v] 

BESHREWS BEEHRSSW BESHREW, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

BESHROUD BDEHORSU to cover (to place something over or upon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESIEGED BDEEEGIS BESIEGE, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

BESIEGER BEEEGIRS one that besieges (to surround (to extend completely around)) [n -S] 

BESIEGES BEEEGISS BESIEGE, to surround (to extend completely around) [v] 

BESLAVED ABDEELSV filled with slaves [adj] 

BESLIMED BDEEILMS BESLIME, to cover with slime [v] 

BESLIMES BEEILMSS BESLIME, to cover with slime [v] 

BESMEARS ABEEMRSS BESMEAR, to smear over [v] 

BESMILED BDEEILMS BESMILE, to smile on [v] 

BESMILES BEEILMSS BESMILE, to smile on [v] 

BESMIRCH BCEHIMRS to dirty (to make dirty) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BESMOKED BDEEKMOS BESMOKE, to soil with smoke [v] 

BESMOKES BEEKMOSS BESMOKE, to soil with smoke [v] 

BESMOOTH BEHMOOST to smooth (to make smooth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESMUDGE BDEEGMSU to smudge (to smear or dirty) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BESNOWED BDEENOSW BESNOW, to cover with snow [v] 

BESOOTHE BEEHOOST to soothe (to restore to quiet or normal state) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

BESOTTED BDEEOSTT BESOT, to stupefy (to dull senses of) [v] 

BESOUGHT BEGHOSTU BESEECH, to implore (to beg for urgently) [v] 

BESPEAKS ABEEKPSS BESPEAK, to claim in advance [v] 

BESPOKEN BEEKNOPS BESPEAK, to claim in advance [v] 

BESPOUSE BEEOPSSU to marry (to enter into marriage) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BESPREAD ABDEEPRS to spread over [v BESPREAD, -ING, -S] 

BESPRENT BEENPRST sprinkled over [adj] 

BESTEADS ABDEESST BESTEAD, to help (to give assistance to) [v] 

BESTIARY ABEIRSTY collection of animal fables [n -RIES] 

BESTOWAL ABELOSTW gift [n -S] 

BESTOWED BDEEOSTW BESTOW, to present as gift [v] 

BESTOWER BEEORSTW one that bestows (to present as gift) [n -S] 

BESTREWN BEENRSTW BESTREW, to scatter (to go or send in various directions) [v] 

BESTREWS BEERSSTW BESTREW, to scatter (to go or send in various directions) [v] 
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BESTRIDE BDEEIRST to straddle (to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart) [v BESTRID, -DDEN, -RODE, -ING, -S] 

BESTRODE BDEEORST BESTRIDE, to straddle (to sit, stand, or walk with legs wide apart) [v] 

BESTROWN BENORSTW BESTROW, to bestrew (to scatter (to go or send in various directions)) [v] 

BESTROWS BEORSSTW BESTROW, to bestrew (to scatter (to go or send in various directions)) [v] 

BESUITED BDEEISTU wearing suit [adj] 

BESWARMS ABEMRSSW BESWARM, to swarm all over [v] 

BETAINES ABEEINST BETAINE, alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

BETAKING ABEGIKNT BETAKE, to cause to go [v] 

BETATRON ABENORTT electron accelerator [n -S] 

BETATTER ABEERTTT to tatter (to become torn and worn) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETELNUT BEELNTTU seed chewed as stimulant [n -S] 

BETHANKS ABEHKNST BETHANK, to thank (to express gratitude to) [v] 

BETHESDA ABDEEHST chapel (place of worship) [n -S] 

BETHINKS BEHIKNST BETHINK, to consider (to think about) [v] 

BETHORNS BEHNORST BETHORN, to fill with thorns [v] 

BETHUMPS BEHMPSTU BETHUMP, to thump soundly [v] 

BETIDING BDEGIINT BETIDE, to befall (to happen to) [v] 

BETOKENS BEEKNOST BETOKEN, to indicate (to point out) [v] 

BETONIES BEEINOST BETONY, European herb [n] 

BETRAYAL AABELRTY act of betraying (to aid enemy of) [n -S] 

BETRAYED ABDEERTY BETRAY, to aid enemy of [v] 

BETRAYER ABEERRTY one that betrays (to aid enemy of) [n -S] 

BETROTHS BEHORSTT BETROTH, to engage to marry [v] 

BETTERED BDEEERTT BETTER, to improve (to make better) [v] 

BETTINGS BEGINSTT BETTING, act of gambling on outcome of race [n] 

BEUNCLED BCDEELNU having many uncles [adj] 

BEVATRON ABENORTV proton accelerator [n -S] 

BEVELERS BEEELRSV BEVELER, one that bevels (to cut at angle) [n] 

BEVELING BEEGILNV BEVEL, to cut at angle [v] 

BEVELLED BDEEELLV BEVEL, to cut at angle [v] 

BEVELLER BEEELLRV beveler (one that bevels (to cut at angle)) [n -S] 

BEVERAGE ABEEEGRV liquid for drinking [n -S] 

BEVOMITS BEIMOSTV BEVOMIT, to vomit all over [v] 

BEWAILED ABDEEILW BEWAIL, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BEWAILER ABEEILRW one that bewails (to lament (to express sorrow or regret for)) [n -S] 

BEWARING ABEGINRW BEWARE, to be careful [v] 

BEWIGGED BDEEGGIW BEWIG, to adorn with wig [v] 

BEWILDER BDEEILRW to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEWINGED BDEEGINW having wings [adj] 

BEWORMED BDEEMORW BEWORM, to infest with worms [v] 

BEWRAYED ABDEERWY BEWRAY, to divulge (to reveal (to make known)) [v] 

BEWRAYER ABEERRWY one that bewrays (to divulge (to reveal)) [n -S] 

BEZAZZES ABEESZZZ BEZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

BEZIQUES BEEIQSUZ BEZIQUE, card game [n] 

BEZZANTS ABENSTZZ BEZZANT, bezant (coin of ancient Rome) [n] 

BHANGRAS AABGHNRS BHANGRA, form of popular Punjabi dance music [n] 
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BHEESTIE BEEEHIST bheesty (water carrier) [n -S] 

BHELPURI BEHILPRU dish of rice, spices, and chutney [n -S] 

BHISTIES BEHIISST BHISTIE, bheesty (water carrier) [n] 

BIACETYL ABCEILTY chemical flavor enhancer [n -S] 

BIANNUAL AABILNNU occurring twice year [adj] 

BIASEDLY ABDEILSY BIAS, to prejudice [adv] 

BIASNESS ABEINSSS state of being slanted [n -ES] 

BIASSING ABGIINSS BIAS, to prejudice [v] 

BIATHLON ABHILNOT athletic contest [n -S] 

BIBBINGS BBBGIINS BIBBING, act of tippling (to drink alcoholic beverages) [n] 

BIBCOCKS BBCCIKOS BIBCOCK, type of faucet (device for controlling flow of liquid from pipe) [n] 

BIBELOTS BBEILOST BIBELOT, trinket [n] 

BIBIMBAP ABBBIIMP Korean rice dish [n -S]  

BIBLICAL ABBCIILL BIBLE, authoritative publication [adj] 

BIBLISTS BBIILSST BIBLIST, one who takes words of Bible literally [n] 

BIBULOUS BBILOSUU given to drinking [adj] 

BICAUDAL AABCDILU having two tails [adj] 

BICEPSES BCEEIPSS BICEPS, BICEP, biceps [n] 

BICHROME BCEHIMOR two-colored [adj] 

BICKERED BCDEEIKR BICKER, to argue (to present reasons for or against) [v] 

BICKERER BCEEIKRR one that bickers (to argue (to present reasons for or against)) [n -S] 

BICOLORS BCILOORS BICOLOR, something having two colors [n] 

BICOLOUR BCILOORU bicolor (something having two colors) [n -S] 

BICONVEX BCEINOVX convex on both sides [adj] 

BICORNES BCEINORS BICORNE, type of hat [n] 

BICUSPID BCDIIPSU tooth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [n -S] 

BICYCLED BCCDEILY BICYCLE, to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle) [v] 

BICYCLER BCCEILRY one that bicycles (to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle)) [n -S] 

BICYCLES BCCEILSY BICYCLE, to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle) [v] 

BICYCLIC BCCCIILY having two cycles [adj] 

BIDARKAS AABDIKRS BIDARKA, Inuit canoe [n] 

BIDARKEE ABDEEIKR bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n -S] 

BIDDABLE ABBDDEIL obedient (obeying or willing to obey) [adj] 

BIDDABLY ABBDDILY BIDDABLE, obedient (obeying or willing to obey) [adv] 

BIDDINGS BDDGIINS BIDDING, command [n] 

BIDENTAL ABDEILNT having two teeth [adj] 

BIELDING BDEGIILN BIELD, to shelter (to provide cover or protection for) [v] 

BIENNALE ABEEILNN biennial show [n -S] 

BIENNIAL ABEIILNN event that occurs every two years [n -S] 

BIENNIUM BEIIMNNU period of two years [n -IA, -S] 

BIFACIAL AABCFIIL having two faces [adj] 

BIFIDITY BDFIIITY state of being bifid (divided into two parts) [n -TIES] 

BIFIDUMS BDFIIMSU BIFIDUM, bacterium often added to yogurt [n] 

BIFOCALS ABCFILOS BIFOCAL, type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n] 

BIFORATE ABEFIORT having two perforations [adj] 

BIFORKED BDEFIKOR divided into two branches [adj] 
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BIFORMED BDEFIMOR biform (having two forms) [adj] 

BIGAMIES ABEGIIMS BIGAMY, crime of being married to two people at once [n] 

BIGAMIST ABGIIMST one who commits bigamy (crime of being married to two people at once) [n -S] 

BIGAMOUS ABGIMOSU guilty of bigamy [adj] 

BIGARADE AABDEGIR citrus tree [n -S] 

BIGAROON ABGINOOR type of cherry (fruit) [n -S] 

BIGEMINY BEGIIMNY state of having double pulse [n -NIES] 

BIGENDER BDEEGINR including male and female [adj] 

BIGFOOTS BFGIOOST BIGFOOT, influential person [n] / BIGFOOT, to apply one's influence as bigfoot [v] 

BIGGINGS BGGGIINS BIGGING, biggin (house) [n] 

BIGHEADS ABDEGHIS BIGHEAD, disease of animals [n] 

BIGHORNS BGHINORS BIGHORN, wild sheep [n] 

BIGHTING BGGHIINT BIGHT, to fasten with loop of rope [v] 

BIGMOUTH BGHIMOTU talkative person [n -S] 

BIGNONIA ABGIINNO climbing plant [n -S] 

BIGSTICK BCGIIKST threatening military force [adj] 

BIGUINES BEGIINSU BIGUINE, beguine (lively dance) [n] 

BIHOURLY BHILORUY occurring every two hours [adj] 

BIJUGATE ABEGIJTU two-paired [adj] 

BIJUGOUS BGIJOSUU bijugate (two-paired) [adj] 

BIKEWAYS ABEIKSWY BIKEWAY, route for bikes [n] 

BIKINIED BDEIIIKN BIKINI, type of two-piece bathing suit [adj] 

BILABIAL AABBIILL sound articulated with both lips [n -S] 

BILANDER ABDEILNR small ship [n -S] 

BILAYERS ABEILRSY BILAYER, film with two molecular layers [n] 

BILBERRY BBEILRRY edible berry [n -RRIES] 

BILEVELS BEEILLSV BILEVEL, house having two levels [n] 

BILGIEST BEGIILST BILGY, smelling like seepage [adj] 

BILINEAR ABEIILNR pertaining to two lines [adj] 

BILLABLE ABBEILLL BILL, to present statement of costs to [adj] 

BILLBUGS BBGILLSU BILLBUG, weevil (small beetle) [n] 

BILLETED BDEEILLT BILLET, to lodge soldiers [v] 

BILLETEE BEEEILLT one that is billeted [n -S] 

BILLETER BEEILLRT one that billets (to lodge soldiers) [n -S] 

BILLFISH BFHIILLS fish with long, slender jaws [n -ES] 

BILLFOLD BDFILLLO wallet (flat folding case) [n -S] 

BILLHEAD ABDEHILL letterhead [n -S] 

BILLHOOK BHIKLLOO cutting tool [n -S] 

BILLIARD ABDIILLR carom shot in billiards (table game) [n -S] 

BILLINGS BGIILLNS BILLING, relative position in which performer is listed [n] 

BILLIONS BIILLNOS BILLION, number [n] 

BILLOWED BDEILLOW BILLOW, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

BILLYCAN ABCILLNY pot for heating water [n -S] 

BILOBATE ABBEILOT having two lobes [adj] 

BILSTEDS BDEILSST BILSTED, hardwood tree [n] 

BILTONGS BGILNOST BILTONG, dried and cured meat [n] 
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BIMANOUS ABIMNOSU two-handed [adj] 

BIMANUAL AABILMNU done with two hands [adj] 

BIMBETTE BBEEIMTT attractive but empty-headed young woman [n -S] 

BIMENSAL ABEILMNS occurring every two months [adj] 

BIMESTER BEEIMRST two-month period [n -S] 

BIMETALS ABEILMST BIMETAL, something composed of two metals [n] 

BIMETHYL BEHILMTY ethane (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n -S] 

BIMORPHS BHIMOPRS BIMORPH, device consisting of two crystals cemented together [n] 

BINARIES ABEIINRS BINARY, combination of two things [n] 

BINARISM ABIIMNRS mode of thought based on oppositions [n -S] 

BINATELY ABEILNTY BINATE, growing in pairs [adv] 

BINAURAL AABILNRU hearing with both ears [adj] 

BINDABLE ABBDEILN BIND, to tie or secure [adj] 

BINDINGS BDGIINNS BINDING, cover and fastenings of book [n] 

BINDWEED BDDEEINW twining plant [n -S] 

BINGEING BEGGIINN act of indulging in something to excess [n -S] / BINGE, to indulge in something to excess [v] 

BINGINGS BGGIINNS BINGING, bingeing (act of indulging in something to excess) [n] 

BINNACLE ABCEILNN compass stand [n -S] 

BINOCLES BCEILNOS BINOCLE, binocular [n] 

BINOMIAL ABIILMNO algebraic expression [n -S] 

BIOASSAY AABIOSSY to test substance (as drug) in order to determine its strength [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BIOCHIPS BCHIIOPS BIOCHIP, hypothetical computer component that uses proteins to store or process data [n] 

BIOCIDAL ABCDIILO BIOCIDE, substance destructive to living organisms [adj] 

BIOCIDES BCDEIIOS BIOCIDE, substance destructive to living organisms [n] 

BIOCLEAN ABCEILNO free of harmful organisms [adj] 

BIOCYCLE BCCEILOY life-supporting region [n -S] 

BIOETHIC BCEHIIOT pertaining to ethical questions arising from advances in biology [adj] 

BIOFILMS BFIILMOS BIOFILM, thin layer of microorganisms [n] 

BIOFUELS BEFILOSU BIOFUEL, fuel composed of biological raw materials [n] 

BIOGASES ABEGIOSS BIOGAS, fuel gas produced by organic waste [n] 

BIOGENIC BCEGIINO produced by living organisms [adj] 

BIOHERMS BEHIMORS BIOHERM, mass of marine fossils [n] 

BIOLOGIC BCGIILOO drug obtained from organic source [n -S] 

BIOLYSES BEILOSSY BIOLYSIS, death (end of life) [n] 

BIOLYSIS BIILOSSY death (end of life) [n -SES] 

BIOLYTIC BCIILOTY BIOLYSIS, death (end of life) [adj] 

BIOMETER BEEIMORT device for measuring carbon dioxide given off by living matter [n -S] 

BIOMETRY BEIMORTY statistical study of biological data [n -RIES] 

BIOMORPH BHIMOOPR art form resembling living organism in shape [n -S] 

BIONOMIC BCIIMNOO BIONOMY, ecology (environmental science) [adj] 

BIOPLASM ABILMOPS living matter [n -S] 

BIOPSIED BDEIIOPS BIOPSY, to examine living tissue [v] 

BIOPSIES BEIIOPSS BIOPSY, to examine living tissue [v] 

BIOSCOPE BCEIOOPS early movie projector [n -S] 

BIOSCOPY BCIOOPSY type of medical examination [n -PIES] 

BIOSOLID BDIILOOS solid organic matter obtained from treated sewage [n -S] 
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BIOTECHS BCEHIOST BIOTECH, applied biology [n] 

BIOTICAL ABCIILOT biotic (pertaining to life (quality that distinguishes animals and plants from inanimate matter)) [adj] 

BIOTITES BEIIOSTT BIOTITE, form of mica [n] 

BIOTITIC BCIIIOTT BIOTITE, form of mica [adj] 

BIOTOPES BEIOOPST BIOTOPE, stable habitat [n] 

BIOTOXIN BIINOOTX poison made by plant or animal [n -S] 

BIOTRONS BINOORST BIOTRON, climate control chamber [n] 

BIOTYPES BEIOPSTY BIOTYPE, group of genetically similar organisms [n] 

BIOTYPIC BCIIOPTY BIOTYPE, group of genetically similar organisms [adj] 

BIOVULAR ABILORUV derived from two ova [adj] 

BIOWASTE ABEIOSTW waste composed chiefly of organic matter [n -S] 

BIPAROUS ABIOPRSU producing offspring in pairs [adj] 

BIPARTED ABDEIPRT having two parts [adj] 

BIPHASIC ABCHIIPS having two phases [adj] 

BIPHENYL BEHILNPY hydrocarbon [n -S] 

BIPLANES ABEILNPS BIPLANE, type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n] 

BIRACIAL AABCIILR having members of two races [adj] 

BIRADIAL AABDIILR having dual symmetry [adj] 

BIRAMOSE ABEIMORS biramous (divided into two branches) [adj] 

BIRAMOUS ABIMORSU divided into two branches [adj] 

BIRCHING BCGHIINR BIRCH, to whip (to strike with whip (instrument for administering corporal punishment)) [v] 

BIRDBATH ABBDHIRT bath for birds [n -S] 

BIRDCAGE ABCDEGIR cage for birds [n -S] 

BIRDCALL ABCDILLR call of bird [n -S] 

BIRDDOGS BDDGIORS BIRDDOG, to follow closely [v] 

BIRDFARM ABDFIMRR aircraft carrier [n -S] 

BIRDFEED BDDEEFIR birdseed (mixture of seeds used for feeding birds) [n -S] 

BIRDINGS BDGIINRS BIRDING, bird-watching [n] 

BIRDLIFE BDEFIILR avifauna (bird life of particular region) [n -S] 

BIRDLIKE BDEIIKLR resembling bird [adj] 

BIRDLIME BDEIILMR to trap small birds [v -D, -MING, -S] 

BIRDSEED BDDEEIRS mixture of seeds used for feeding birds [n -S] 

BIRDSEYE BDEEIRSY flowering plant [n -S] 

BIRDSHOT BDHIORST small shot for shooting birds [n -S] 

BIRDSONG BDGINORS song of bird [n -S] 

BIRETTAS ABEIRSTT BIRETTA, cap worn by clergymen [n] 

BIRIANIS ABIIINRS BIRIANI, biryani (Indian dish of meat, fish, or vegetables and rice) [n] 

BIRLINGS BGIILNRS BIRLING, lumberjack's game [n] 

BIRRETTA ABEIRRTT biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

BIRROTCH BCHIORRT BIRR, monetary unit of Ethiopia [n] 

BIRTHDAY ABDHIRTY anniversary of birth [n -S] 

BIRTHERS BEHIRRST BIRTHER, type of conspiracy theorist [n] 

BIRTHING BGHIINRT act of giving birth [n -S] / BIRTH, to originate [v] 

BIRYANIS ABIINRSY BIRYANI, Indian dish of meat, fish, or vegetables and rice [n] 

BISCOTTI BCIIOSTT BISCOTTO, crisp, anise-flavored cookie [n] 

BISCOTTO BCIOOSTT crisp, anise-flavored cookie [n -TTI] 
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BISCUITS BCIISSTU BISCUIT, small cake of shortened bread [n] 

BISCUITY BCIISTUY BISCUIT, small cake of shortened bread [adj] 

BISECTED BCDEEIST BISECT, to cut into two parts [v] 

BISECTOR BCEIORST something that bisects (to cut into two parts) [n -S] 

BISEXUAL ABEILSUX one who is attracted to both sexes [n -S] 

BISHOPED BDEHIOPS BISHOP, to appoint as bishop (head of diocese) [v] 

BISMARCK ABCIKMRS type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n -S] 

BISMUTHS BHIMSSTU BISMUTH, metallic element [n] 

BISNAGAS AABGINSS BISNAGA, type of cactus (plant native to arid regions) [n] 

BISTABLE ABBEILST electronic circuit that has two stable states [n -S] 

BISTERED BDEEIRST BISTER, brown pigment [adj] 

BISTORTS BIORSSTT BISTORT, perennial herb with roots used as astringents [n] 

BISTOURY BIORSTUY surgical knife [n -RIES] 

BISTROIC BCIIORST BISTRO, small tavern [adj] 

BITCHERY BCEHIRTY bitchy behavior [n -RIES] 

BITCHIER BCEHIIRT BITCHY, malicious [adj] 

BITCHILY BCHIILTY BITCHY, malicious [adv] 

BITCHING BCGHIINT BITCH, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

BITCOINS BCIINOST BITCOIN, blockchain currency [n]  

BITEABLE ABBEEILT BITE, to seize with teeth [adj] 

BITEWING BEGIINTW dental X-ray film [n -S] 

BITINGLY BGIILNTY sarcastically (in sarcastic manner) [adv] 

BITRATES ABEIRSTT BITRATE, data transmission speed [n]  

BITSIEST BEIISSTT BITSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

BITSTOCK BCIKOSTT brace on drill [n -S] 

BITTERED BDEEIRTT BITTER, to make bitter [v] 

BITTERER BEEIRRTT BITTER, having disagreeable taste [adj] 

BITTERLY BEILRTTY BITTER, having disagreeable taste [adv] 

BITTERNS BEINRSTT BITTERN, wading bird [n] 

BITTIEST BEIISTTT BITTY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

BITTINGS BGIINSTT BITTING, indentation in key [n] 

BITTOCKS BCIKOSTT BITTOCK, small amount [n] 

BITUMENS BEIMNSTU BITUMEN, asphalt [n] 

BITURBOS BBIORSTU BITURBO, two-turbo engine [n]  

BIUNIQUE BEIINQUU being type of correspondence between two sets [adj] 

BIVALENT ABEILNTV pair of chromosomes [n -S] 

BIVALVED ABDEILVV having two-valved shell [adj] 

BIVALVES ABEILSVV BIVALVE, bivalved mollusk [n] 

BIVINYLS BIILNSVY BIVINYL, flammable gas used in making synthetic rubber [n] 

BIVOUACS ABCIOSUV BIVOUAC, to make camp [v] 

BIWEEKLY BEEIKLWY publication issued every two weeks [n -LIES] 

BIYEARLY ABEILRYY occurring every two years [adj] 

BIZARRES ABEIRRSZ BIZARRE, strangely striped flower [n] 

BIZARROS ABIORRSZ BIZARRO, one that is strikingly unusual [n] 

BIZNAGAS AABGINSZ BIZNAGA, bisnaga (type of cactus (plant native to arid regions)) [n] 

BLABBERS ABBBELRS BLABBER, to blab (to talk idly) [v] 
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BLABBIER ABBBEILR BLABBY, talkative [adj] 

BLABBING ABBBGILN BLAB, to talk idly [v] 

BLACKBOY ABBCKLOY Australian plant [n -S] 

BLACKCAP AABCCKLP small European bird [n -S] 

BLACKENS ABCEKLNS BLACKEN, to make black [v] 

BLACKEST ABCEKLST BLACK, being of darkest color [adj] 

BLACKFIN ABCFIKLN food fish [n -S] 

BLACKFLY ABCFKLLY biting fly [n -LIES] 

BLACKGUM ABCGKLMU tupelo (softwood tree) [n -S] 

BLACKING ABCGIKLN black shoe polish [n -S] / BLACK, to make black [v] 

BLACKISH ABCHIKLS somewhat black [adj] 

BLACKLEG ABCEGKLL to work against labor strike [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BLACKOUT ABCKLOTU power failure [n -S] 

BLACKTIP ABCIKLPT type of requiem shark [n -S]  

BLACKTOP ABCKLOPT to pave with asphalt [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BLADDERS ABDDELRS BLADDER, saclike receptacle [n] 

BLADDERY ABDDELRY BLADDER, saclike receptacle [adj] 

BLADINGS ABDGILNS BLADING, act of skating on in-line skates [n] 

BLAGGERS ABEGGLRS BLAGGER, one that blags (to rob with violence) [n] 

BLAGGING ABGGGILN BLAG, to rob with violence [v] / informal talk in public [n -S] 

BLAMABLE AABBELLM being at fault [adj] 

BLAMABLY AABBLLMY BLAMABLE, being at fault [adv] 

BLAMEFUL ABEFLLMU blamable (being at fault) [adj] 

BLAMMING ABGILMMN BLAM, to make loud sound like that of gunshot [v] 

BLANCHED ABCDEHLN BLANCH, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

BLANCHER ABCEHLNR whitener (one that whitens (to make white)) [n -S] 

BLANCHES ABCEHLNS BLANCH, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

BLANDEST ABDELNST BLAND, soothing [adj] 

BLANDISH ABDHILNS to coax by flattery [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BLANKEST ABEKLNST BLANK, empty (containing nothing) [adj] 

BLANKETS ABEKLNST BLANKET, to cover uniformly [v] 

BLANKETY ABEKLNTY used as euphemism for unmentionable word [n -TIES] 

BLANKIES ABEIKLNS BLANKIE, child's blanket (piece of fabric used as cover) [n] 

BLANKING ABGIKLNN BLANK, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

BLARNEYS ABELNRSY BLARNEY, to beguile with flattery [v] 

BLASTEMA AABELMST region of embryonic cells [n -S, -TA] 

BLASTERS ABELRSST BLASTER, one that blasts (to use explosive) [n] 

BLASTIER ABEILRST BLASTY, gusty (blowing in gusts) [adj] 

BLASTIES ABEILSST BLASTIE, dwarf (extremely small person) [n] 

BLASTING ABGILNST act of one that blasts [n -S] / BLAST, to use explosive [v] 

BLASTOFF ABFFLOST launching of rocket [n -S] 

BLASTOMA AABLMOST type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S, -TA] 

BLASTULA AABLLSTU early embryo [n -E, -S] 

BLATANCY AABCLNTY something blatant [n -CIES] 

BLATHERS ABEHLRST BLATHER, to talk foolishly [v] 

BLATTERS ABELRSTT BLATTER, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 
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BLATTING ABGILNTT BLAT, to bleat (to utter cry of sheep) [v] 

BLAUBOKS ABBKLOSU BLAUBOK, extinct antelope [n] 

BLAZERED ABDEELRZ BLAZER, lightweight jacket [adj] 

BLAZONED ABDELNOZ BLAZON, to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially) [v] 

BLAZONER ABELNORZ one that blazons (to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially)) [n -S] 

BLAZONRY ABLNORYZ great display [n -RIES] 

BLEACHED ABCDEEHL BLEACH, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

BLEACHER ABCEEHLR one that bleaches (to whiten (to make white)) [n -S] 

BLEACHES ABCEEHLS BLEACH, to whiten (to make white) [v] 

BLEAKEST ABEEKLST BLEAK, dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj] 

BLEAKISH ABEHIKLS somewhat bleak [adj] 

BLEAREST ABEELRST BLEAR, dim [adj] 

BLEARIER ABEEILRR BLEARY, dimmed [adj] 

BLEARILY ABEILLRY BLEARY, dimmed [adv] 

BLEARING ABEGILNR BLEAR, to dim (to make dim) [v] 

BLEATERS ABEELRST BLEATER, one that bleats (to utter cry of sheep) [n] 

BLEATING ABEGILNT BLEAT, to utter cry of sheep [v] 

BLEBBING BBBEGILN forming of blister [n -S] 

BLEEDERS BDEEELRS BLEEDER, one that bleeds (to lose blood) [n] 

BLEEDING BDEEGILN act of losing blood [n -S] / BLEED, to lose blood [v] 

BLEEPERS BEEELPRS BLEEPER, one that bleeps (to blip (to remove sound from recording)) [n] 

BLEEPING BEEGILNP BLEEP, to blip (to remove sound from recording) [v] 

BLELLUMS BELLLMSU BLELLUM, babbler (one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively)) [n] 

BLENCHED BCDEEHLN BLENCH, to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily) [v] 

BLENCHER BCEEHLNR one that blenches (to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily)) [n -S] 

BLENCHES BCEEHLNS BLENCH, to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily) [v] 

BLENDERS BDEELNRS BLENDER, one that blends (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [n] 

BLENDING BDEGILNN action of mixing together [n -S] / BLEND, to mix smoothly and inseparably together [v] 

BLENNIES BEEILNNS BLENNY, marine fish [n] 

BLESBOKS BBEKLOSS BLESBOK, large antelope [n] 

BLESBUCK BBCEKLSU blesbok (large antelope) [n -S] 

BLESSERS BEELRSSS BLESSER, one that blesses (to sanctify (to make holy)) [n] 

BLESSING BEGILNSS BLESS, to sanctify (to make holy) [v] / prayer (devout petition to deity) [n -S] 

BLETHERS BEEHLRST BLETHER, to blather (to talk foolishly) [v] 

BLIGHTED BDEGHILT BLIGHT, to cause decay [v] 

BLIGHTER BEGHILRT one that blights (to cause decay) [n -S] 

BLIMPERY BEILMPRY pompous behavior [n -RIES] 

BLIMPING BGIILMNP BLIMP, to eat excessively [v] 

BLIMPISH BHIILMPS BLIMP, nonrigid aircraft [adj] 

BLINDAGE ABDEGILN protective screen [n -S] 

BLINDERS BDEILNRS BLINDER, obstruction to sight [n] 

BLINDEST BDEILNST BLIND, sightless [adj] 

BLINDGUT BDGILNTU cecum (bodily cavity with one opening) [n -S] 

BLINDING BDGIILNN act of causing blindness [n -S] / BLIND, to make sightless [v] 

BLINGING BGGIILNN BLING, to adopt flamboyant appearance [v] 

BLINKARD ABDIKLNR one who habitually blinks [n -S] 
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BLINKERS BEIKLNRS BLINKER, to put blinders on [v] 

BLINKING BGIIKLNN BLINK, to open and shut eyes [v] 

BLINTZES BEILNSTZ BLINTZ, blintze (thin pancake) [n] / BLINTZE [n] 

BLIPPING BGIILNPP BLIP, to remove sound from recording [v] 

BLISSFUL BFILLSSU very happy [adj] 

BLISSING BGIILNSS BLISS, to experience or produce ecstasy [v] 

BLISTERS BEILRSST BLISTER, to cause blisters (skin swellings) [v] 

BLISTERY BEILRSTY having blisters [adj] 

BLITHELY BEHILLTY BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adv] 

BLITHERS BEHILRST BLITHER, to blather (to talk foolishly) [v] 

BLITHEST BEHILSTT BLITHE, merry (cheerful (full of spirits)) [adj] 

BLITZERS BEILRSTZ BLITZER, one that blitzes (to subject to sudden attack) [n] 

BLITZING BGIILNTZ BLITZ, to subject to sudden attack [v] 

BLIZZARD ABDILRZZ to snow heavily with strong winds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLOATERS ABELORST BLOATER, smoked herring [n] 

BLOATING ABGILNOT BLOAT, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

BLOATING ABGILNOT state of being swollen [n -S] 

BLOBBIER BBBEILOR BLOBBY, splotchy (splotched) [adj] 

BLOBBING BBBGILNO BLOB, to splotch (to mark with large, irregular spots) [v] 

BLOCKADE ABCDEKLO to block (to obstruct (to get in way of)) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

BLOCKAGE ABCEGKLO act of blocking (to obstruct (to get in way of)) [n -S] 

BLOCKERS BCEKLORS BLOCKER, one that blocks (to obstruct (to get in way of)) [n] 

BLOCKIER BCEIKLOR BLOCKY, short and stout [adj] 

BLOCKING BCGIKLNO act of obstructing (to get in way of) [n -S] / BLOCK, to obstruct (to get in way of) [v] 

BLOCKISH BCHIKLOS blocky (short and stout) [adj] 

BLOGGERS BEGGLORS BLOGGER, one who blogs [n] 

BLOGGIER BEGGILOR BLOGGY, characteristic of blogging [adj] 

BLOGGING BGGGILNO act or practice of recording personal comments on Web site [n -S] / BLOG, to record personal comments on Web site [v] 

BLOKEISH BEHIKLOS resembling typical behavior of bloke [adj] 

BLOKIEST BEIKLOST BLOKEY, blokeish (resembling typical behavior of bloke) [adj] 

BLONDEST BDELNOST BLOND, light-colored [adj] 

BLONDINE BDEILNNO to bleach hair blond [v -D, -NING, -S] 

BLONDISH BDHILNOS somewhat blond [adj] 

BLOODFIN BDFILNOO freshwater fish [n -S] 

BLOODIED BDDEILOO BLOODY, to make bloody [v] 

BLOODIER BDEILOOR BLOODY, stained with blood [adj] 

BLOODIES BDEILOOS BLOODY, to make bloody [v] 

BLOODILY BDILLOOY in bloody (stained with blood) manner [adv] 

BLOODING BDGILNOO BLOOD, to stain with blood (fluid circulated by heart) [v] / fox hunting ceremony [n -S] 

BLOODRED BDDELOOR of color of blood [adj] 

BLOOMERS BELMOORS BLOOMER, blooming plant [n] 

BLOOMERY BELMOORY furnace for smelting iron [n -RIES] 

BLOOMIER BEILMOOR BLOOMY, covered with flowers [adj] 

BLOOMING BGILMNOO BLOOM, to bear flowers [v] / process for smelting iron [n -S] 

BLOOPERS BELOOPRS BLOOPER, public blunder [n] 

BLOOPIER BEILOOPR BLOOPY, being hit that is short fly ball [adj] 
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BLOOPING BGILNOOP BLOOP, to hit short fly ball [v] 

BLOSSOMS BLMOOSSS BLOSSOM, to bloom (to bear flowers) [v] 

BLOSSOMY BLMOOSSY having blossoms [adj] 

BLOTCHED BCDEHLOT BLOTCH, to mark with large spots [v] 

BLOTCHES BCEHLOST BLOTCH, to mark with large spots [v] 

BLOTLESS BELLOSST spotless (perfectly clean) [adj] 

BLOTTERS BELORSTT BLOTTER, piece of ink-absorbing paper [n] 

BLOTTIER BEILORTT BLOTTY, spotty (marked with spots) [adj] 

BLOTTING BGILNOTT BLOT, to spot or stain [v] 

BLOUSIER BEILORSU BLOUSY, blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean)) [adj] 

BLOUSILY BILLOSUY BLOUSY, blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean)) [adv] 

BLOUSING BGILNOSU BLOUSE, to hang loosely [v] 

BLOUSONS BLNOOSSU BLOUSON, woman's garment [n] 

BLOVIATE ABEILOTV to speak pompously [v -D, -TING, -S] 

BLOWBACK ABBCKLOW escape of gases [n -S] 

BLOWBALL ABBLLLOW fluffy seed ball [n -S] 

BLOWDART ABDLORTW dart shot from blowpipe [n -S] 

BLOWDOWN BDLNOOWW tree blown down by wind [n -S] 

BLOWFISH BFHILOSW marine fish [n -ES] 

BLOWGUNS BGLNOSUW BLOWGUN, tube through which darts may be blown [n] 

BLOWHARD ABDHLORW braggart (one who brags) [n -S] 

BLOWHOLE BEHLLOOW air or gas vent [n -S] 

BLOWIEST BEILOSTW BLOWY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adj] 

BLOWJOBS BBJLOOSW BLOWJOB, offensive word [n] 

BLOWLAMP ABLLMOPW blowtorch [n -S] 

BLOWOFFS BFFLOOSW BLOWOFF, expelling of gas [n] 

BLOWOUTS BLOOSTUW BLOWOUT, sudden rupture [n] 

BLOWPIPE BEILOPPW blowgun (tube through which darts may be blown) [n -S] 

BLOWSIER BEILORSW BLOWSY, slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj] 

BLOWSILY BILLOSWY BLOWSY, slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adv] 

BLOWTUBE BBELOTUW blowgun (tube through which darts may be blown) [n -S] 

BLOWZIER BEILORWZ BLOWZY, blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean)) [adj] 

BLOWZILY BILLOWYZ BLOWZY, blowsy (slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean)) [adv] 

BLUBBERS BBBELRSU BLUBBER, to weep noisily [v] 

BLUBBERY BBBELRUY fat; swollen [adj] 

BLUBBING BBBGILNU BLUB, to blubber (to weep noisily) [v] 

BLUCHERS BCEHLRSU BLUCHER, half boot [n] 

BLUDGEON BDEGLNOU to hit with club [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLUDGERS BDEGLRSU BLUDGER, loafer or shirker [n] 

BLUDGING BDGGILNU BLUDGE, to avoid work [v] 

BLUEBACK ABBCEKLU bird or fish having bluish back [n -S] 

BLUEBALL ABBELLLU medicinal herb [n -S] 

BLUEBEAT ABBEELTU ska (popular music of Jamaica) [n -S] 

BLUEBELL BBEELLLU flowering plant [n -S] 

BLUEBILL BBEILLLU scaup duck [n -S] 

BLUEBIRD BBDEILRU songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 
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BLUEBOOK BBEKLOOU examination booklet [n -S] 

BLUECAPS ABCELPSU BLUECAP, flowering plant [n] 

BLUECOAT ABCELOTU police officer [n -S] 

BLUEFINS BEFILNSU BLUEFIN, large tuna [n] 

BLUEFISH BEFHILSU marine fish [n -ES] 

BLUEGILL BEGILLLU edible sunfish [n -S] 

BLUEGUMS BEGLMSUU BLUEGUM, timber tree [n] 

BLUEHEAD ABDEEHLU marine fish [n -S] 

BLUEINGS BEGILNSU BLUEING, bluing (fabric coloring) [n] 

BLUEJACK ABCEJKLU oak tree [n -S] 

BLUEJAYS ABEJLSUY BLUEJAY, corvine bird [n] 

BLUELINE BEEILLNU line that divides hockey rink [n -S] 

BLUENESS BEELNSSU state of being blue (having color of clear sky) [n -ES] 

BLUENOSE BEELNOSU puritanical person [n -S] 

BLUESIER BEEILRSU BLUESY, resembling blues (musical form) [adj] 

BLUESMAN ABELMNSU one who plays blues [n -MEN] 

BLUESMEN BEELMNSU BLUESMAN, one who plays blues [n] 

BLUESTEM BEELMSTU prairie grass [n -S] 

BLUETICK BCEIKLTU hunting dog [n -S] 

BLUEWAYS ABELSUWY BLUEWAY, water route reserved for nonmotorized craft [n] 

BLUEWEED BDEEELUW bristly weed [n -S] 

BLUEWOOD BDELOOUW shrub (low, woody plant) [n -S] 

BLUFFERS BEFFLRSU BLUFFER, one that bluffs (to mislead (to lead astray)) [n] 

BLUFFEST BEFFLSTU BLUFF, having broad front [adj] 

BLUFFING BFFGILNU BLUFF, to mislead (to lead astray) [v] 

BLUNDERS BDELNRSU BLUNDER, to make mistake [v] 

BLUNGERS BEGLNRSU BLUNGER, one that blunges (to mix clay with water) [n] 

BLUNGING BGGILNNU BLUNGE, to mix clay with water [v] 

BLUNTEST BELNSTTU BLUNT, not sharp or pointed [adj] 

BLUNTING BGILNNTU BLUNT, to make blunt [v] 

BLURBING BBGILNRU BLURB, to praise in publicity notice [v] 

BLURBIST BBILRSTU one that blurbs (to praise in publicity notice) [n -S] 

BLURRIER BEILRRRU BLURRY, unclear (clean and pure) [adj] 

BLURRILY BILLRRUY BLURRY, unclear (not clear (clean and pure)) [adv] 

BLURRING BGILNRRU BLUR, to make unclear [v] 

BLURTERS BELRRSTU BLURTER, one that blurts (to speak abruptly) [n] 

BLURTING BGILNRTU BLURT, to speak abruptly [v] 

BLUSHERS BEHLRSSU BLUSHER, one that blushes (to become red) [n] 

BLUSHFUL BFHLLSUU of red color [adj] 

BLUSHING BGHILNSU BLUSH, to become red [v] 

BLUSTERS BELRSSTU BLUSTER, to blow violently [v] 

BLUSTERY BELRSTUY windy (marked by strong wind) [adj] 

BOARDERS ABDEORRS BOARDER, one that boards (to take meals for fixed price) [n] 

BOARDING ABDGINOR BOARD, to take meals for fixed price [v] / surface of wooden boards [n -S]  

BOARDMAN AABDMNOR board member [n -MEN] 

BOARDMEN ABDEMNOR BOARDMAN, board member [n] 
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BOARFISH ABFHIORS marine fish [n -ES] 

BOASTERS ABEORSST BOASTER, one that boasts (to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds)) [n] 

BOASTFUL ABFLOSTU given to boasting [adj] 

BOASTING ABGINOST BOAST, to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds) [v] 

BOATABLE AABBELOT BOAT, to travel by boat (watercraft) [adj] 

BOATBILL ABBILLOT wading bird [n -S] 

BOATFULS ABFLOSTU BOATFUL, as much as boat can hold [n] 

BOATHOOK ABHKOOOT pole with metal hook for use aboard boat [n -S] 

BOATINGS ABGINOST BOATING, sport of traveling by boat [n] 

BOATLIFT ABFILOTT to transport by boats [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOATLIKE ABEIKLOT resembling boat [adj] 

BOATLOAD AABDLOOT amount that boat holds [n -S] 

BOATNECK ABCEKNOT wide neckline [n -S] 

BOATPORT ABOOPRTT enclosure for boats [n -S] 

BOATSMAN AABMNOST boatman (one who works on boats) [n -MEN] 

BOATSMEN ABEMNOST BOATSMAN, boatman (one who works on boats) [n] 

BOATYARD AABDORTY marina (docking area for small boats) [n -S] 

BOBBINET BBBEINOT machine-made net [n -S] 

BOBBLIER BBBEILOR BOBBLY, resembling small ball of wool [adj] 

BOBBLING BBBGILNO BOBBLE, to fumble (to handle clumsily) [v] 

BOBBYSOX BBBOOSXY girls' socks that reach above ankle [n BOBBYSOX] 

BOBECHES BBCEEHOS BOBECHE, glass collar on candle holder [n] 

BOBOLINK BBIKLNOO songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

BOBSKATE ABBEKOST child's skate having two parallel blades [n -S] 

BOBSLEDS BBDELOSS BOBSLED, to ride on bobsled (racing sled) [v] 

BOBSTAYS ABBOSSTY BOBSTAY, steadying rope [n] 

BOBTAILS ABBILOST BOBTAIL, to cut short [v] 

BOBWHITE BBEHIOTW game bird [n -S] 

BOCACCIO ABCCCIOO rockfish (fish living around rocks) [n -S] 

BODEMENT BDEEMNOT omen [n -S] 

BODHRANS ABDHNORS BODHRAN, Irish drum [n] 

BODILESS BDEILOSS lacking material form [adj] 

BODINGLY BDGILNOY ominously (in ominous (portending evil (something that is evil)) manner) [adv] 

BODYCAMS ABCDMOSY BODYCAM, video camera mounted on front of body [n] 

BODYSIDE BDDEIOSY side of body of vehicle [n -S] 

BODYSUIT BDIOSTUY one-piece garment for torso [n -S] 

BODYSURF BDFORSUY to ride wave without surfboard [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BODYWASH ABDHOSWY liquid product for cleansing body [n -ES] 

BODYWORK BDKOORWY vehicle body [n -S] 

BOEHMITE BEEHIMOT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

BOFFOLAS ABFFLOOS BOFFOLA, boff (hearty laugh) [n] 

BOGARTED ABDEGORT BOGART, to use without sharing [v] 

BOGBEANS ABBEGNOS BOGBEAN, marsh plant [n] 

BOGEYING BEGGINOY BOGEY, to shoot in one stroke over par in golf [v] 

BOGEYMAN ABEGMNOY terrifying creature [n -MEN] 

BOGEYMEN BEEGMNOY BOGEYMAN, terrifying creature [n] 
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BOGGIEST BEGGIOST BOGGY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

BOGGLERS BEGGLORS BOGGLER, one that causes another to boggle [n] 

BOGGLING BGGGILNO BOGGLE, to hesitate (to hold back in uncertainty) [v] 

BOGHOLES BEGHLOOS BOGHOLE, natural hole in ground with swampy bottom [n] 

BOGLANDS ABDGLNOS BOGLAND, area of boggy land [n] 

BOGWOODS BDGOOOSW BOGWOOD, preserved tree wood [n] 

BOGYISMS BGIMOSSY BOGYISM, behavior characteristic of bogy [n] 

BOHEMIAN ABEHIMNO unconventional person [n -S] 

BOHEMIAS ABEHIMOS BOHEMIA, community of bohemians [n] 

BOHRIUMS BHIMORSU BOHRIUM, radioactive element [n] 

BOILABLE ABBEILLO BOIL, to vaporize liquid [adj] 

BOILOFFS BFFILOOS BOILOFF, vaporization of liquid [n] 

BOILOVER BEILOORV overflowing while boiling [n -S] 

BOINGING BGGIINNO BOING, to make sound of reverberation or vibration [v] 

BOINKING BGIIKNNO BOINK, offensive word [v] 

BOISERIE BEEIIORS wood paneling on wall [n -RIES] 

BOLDFACE ABCDEFLO to print in thick type [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BOLDNESS BDELNOSS quality of being bold (daring) [n -ES] 

BOLIVARS ABILORSV BOLIVAR, monetary unit of Venezuela [n] 

BOLIVIAS ABIILOSV BOLIVIA, soft fabric [n] 

BOLLARDS ABDLLORS BOLLARD, thick post on ship or wharf [n] 

BOLLIXED BDEILLOX BOLLIX, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOLLIXES BEILLOSX BOLLIX, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOLLOCKS BCKLLOOS offensive word [n] 

BOLLOXED BDELLOOX BOLLOX, to bollix (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [v] 

BOLLOXES BELLOOSX BOLLOX, to bollix (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [v] 

BOLLWORM BLLMOORW larva of certain moth [n -S] 

BOLOGNAS ABGLNOOS BOLOGNA, seasoned sausage [n] 

BOLONEYS BELNOOSY BOLONEY, bologna (seasoned sausage) [n] 

BOLSHIES BEHILOSS BOLSHIE, bolshevik [n] / BOLSHY, bolshie (bolshevik) [n] 

BOLSTERS BELORSST BOLSTER, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v] 

BOLTHEAD ABDEHLOT matrass (long-necked glass vessel) [n -S] 

BOLTHOLE BEHLLOOT place or way of escape [n -S] 

BOLTLESS BELLOSST having no bolt (type of metal fastener) [adj] 

BOLTLIKE BEIKLLOT resembling bolt [adj] 

BOLTONIA ABILNOOT perennial herb [n -S] 

BOLTROPE BELOOPRT rope sewn to sail [n -S] 

BOMBABLE ABBBELMO BOMB, to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles) [adj] 

BOMBARDE ABBDEMOR medieval shawm (woodwind) [n -S] 

BOMBARDS ABBDMORS BOMBARD, to bomb (to attack with bombs (explosive projectiles)) [v] 

BOMBASTS ABBMOSST BOMBAST, pompous language [n] 

BOMBESIN BBEIMNOS combination of amino acids [n -S] 

BOMBINGS BBGIMNOS BOMBING, attack with bombs [n] 

BOMBLETS BBELMOST BOMBLET, small bomb [n] 

BOMBLOAD ABBDLMOO quantity of bombs being carried [n -S] 

BOMBORAS ABBMOORS BOMBORA, sea area over ridge of rock [n] 
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BOMBYCID BBCDIMOY moth (winged insect) [n -S] 

BOMBYXES BBEMOSXY BOMBYX, silkworm (caterpillar that spins cocoon of silk fibers) [n] 

BONANZAS AABNNOSZ BONANZA, rich mine [n] 

BONDABLE ABBDELNO BOND, to join together [adj] 

BONDAGES ABDEGNOS BONDAGE, slavery (ownership of one person by another) [n] 

BONDINGS BDGINNOS BONDING, formation of close personal relationship [n] 

BONDLESS BDELNOSS having no bond [adj] 

BONDMAID ABDDIMNO female slave [n -S] 

BONDSMAN ABDMNNOS bondman (male slave) [n -MEN] 

BONDSMEN BDEMNNOS BONDSMAN, bondman (male slave) [n] 

BONEBEDS BBDEENOS BONEBED, area containing dinosaur fossils [n] 

BONEFISH BEFHINOS slender marine fish [n -ES] 

BONEHEAD ABDEEHNO stupid person [n -S] 

BONELESS BEELNOSS having no bones (hard connective tissue) [adj] 

BONEMEAL ABEELMNO fertilizer or feed made from crushed bone [n -S] 

BONESETS BEENOSST BONESET, perennial herb [n] 

BONEYARD ABDENORY junkyard (place where junk is stored) [n -S] 

BONEYEST BEENOSTY BONEY, bony (full of bones) [adj] 

BONFIRES BEFINORS BONFIRE, open fire [n] 

BONGOIST BGINOOST bongo player [n -S] 

BONHOMIE BEHIMNOO friendliness (quality of being friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support)) [n -S] 

BONIATOS ABINOOST BONIATO, sweet potato [n] 

BONIFACE ABCEFINO innkeeper [n -S] 

BONINESS BEINNOSS state of being bony (full of bones) [n -ES] 

BONITOES BEINOOST BONITO, marine food fish [n] 

BONNETED BDEENNOT BONNET, to provide with bonnet (type of hat) [v] 

BONNIEST BEINNOST BONNY, pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

BONNOCKS BCKNNOOS BONNOCK, bannock (type of cake) [n] 

BONSPELL BELLNOPS bonspiel (curling match or tournament) [n -S] 

BONSPIEL BEILNOPS curling match or tournament [n -S] 

BONTBOKS BBKNOOST BONTBOK, bontebok (antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n] 

BONTEBOK BBEKNOOT antelope (ruminant mammal) [n -S] 

BONUSING BGINNOSU act of subsidizing something [n -S] 

BOOBIRDS BBDIOORS BOOBIRD, fan who boos players of home team [n] 

BOODLERS BDELOORS BOODLER, one that boodles (to take bribes) [n] 

BOODLING BDGILNOO BOODLE, to take bribes [v] 

BOOGALOO ABGLOOOO to dance to rock music [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOGEYED BDEEGOOY BOOGEY, to boogie (to dance to rock music) [v] 

BOOGYING BGGINOOY BOOGY, to boogie (to dance to rock music) [v] 

BOOGYMAN ABGMNOOY bogeyman (terrifying creature) [n -MEN] 

BOOGYMEN BEGMNOOY BOOGYMAN, bogeyman (terrifying creature) [n] 

BOOHOOED BDEHOOOO BOOHOO, to weep noisily [v] 

BOOKABLE ABBEKLOO BOOK, to engage services [adj] 

BOOKBAGS ABBGKOOS BOOKBAG, bag for carrying books [n] 

BOOKCASE ABCEKOOS case which holds books (literary volumes) [n -S] 

BOOKENDS BDEKNOOS BOOKEND, to place something at either end of [v] 
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BOOKFULS BFKLOOSU BOOKFUL, as much as book can hold [n] 

BOOKINGS BGIKNOOS BOOKING, engagement [n] 

BOOKLETS BEKLOOST BOOKLET, small book [n] 

BOOKLICE BCEIKLOO wingless insects that damage books [n BOOKLICE] 

BOOKLORE BEKLOOOR book learning [n -S] 

BOOKMARK ABKKMOOR to create shortcut to previously viewed website [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOKRACK ABCKKOOR support for open book [n -S] 

BOOKREST BEKOORST bookrack (support for open book) [n -S] 

BOOKSHOP BHKOOOPS store where books are sold [n -S] 

BOOKWORK BKKOOORW keeping of records of accounts [n -S] 

BOOKWORM BKMOOORW avid book reader [n -S] 

BOOMIEST BEIMOOST BOOMY, prospering [adj] 

BOOMKINS BIKMNOOS BOOMKIN, bumkin (ship's spar) [n] 

BOOMLETS BELMOOST BOOMLET, small increase in prosperity [n] 

BOOMTOWN BMNOOOTW prospering town [n -S] 

BOONDOCK BCDKNOOO pertaining to backwoods area [adj] 

BOONLESS BELNOOSS having no boon [adj] 

BOOSTERS BEOORSST BOOSTER, one that boosts (to support (to hold up or add strength to)) [n] 

BOOSTING BGINOOST BOOST, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v] 

BOOTABLE ABBELOOT BOOT, to load program into computer [adj] 

BOOTJACK ABCJKOOT device for pulling off boots [n -S] 

BOOTLACE ABCELOOT shoelace (lace for fastening shoe) [n -S] 

BOOTLEGS BEGLOOST BOOTLEG, to smuggle (to import or export illicitly) [v] 

BOOTLESS BELOOSST useless (serving no purpose) [adj] 

BOOTLICK BCIKLOOT to flatter servilely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOOZIEST BEIOOSTZ BOOZY, drunken (drunk (intoxicated)) [adj] 

BOOZINGS BGINOOSZ BOOZING, act of drinking liquor excessively [n] 

BOPPIEST BEIOPPST BOPPY, suggestive of bebop [adj] 

BORACITE ABCEIORT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

BORATING ABGINORT BORATE, to mix with borax or boric acid [v] 

BORAZONS ABNOORSZ BORAZON, hard form of boron nitride [n] 

BORDEAUX ABDEORUX red or white wine [n BORDEAUX] 

BORDELLO BDELLOOR brothel (house of prostitution) [n -S] 

BORDERED BDDEEORR BORDER, to put border (edge) on [v] 

BORDERER BDEEORRR one that borders (to put border (edge) on) [n -S] 

BORDURES BDEORRSU BORDURE, border around shield [n] 

BOREASES ABEEORSS BOREAS, north wind [n] 

BORECOLE BCEELOOR kale (variety of cabbage) [n -S] 

BOREDOMS BDEMOORS BOREDOM, tedium (state of being tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary))) [n] 

BOREHOLE BEEHLOOR hole bored in earth [n -S] 

BORESOME BEEMOORS tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary (tired))) [adj] 

BORICUAS ABCIORSU BORICUA, native of Puerto Rico [n] 

BORINGLY BGILNORY tediously (in tedious (causing weariness (quality of being weary)) manner) [adv] 

BORKINGS BGIKNORS BORKING, act of attacking candidate in media [n] 

BORNEOLS BELNOORS BORNEOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

BORNITES BEINORST BORNITE, ore of copper [n] 
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BORNITIC BCIINORT BORNITE, ore of copper [adj] 

BORONIAS ABINOORS BORONIA, Australian shrub [n] 

BOROUGHS BGHOORSU BOROUGH, incorporated town [n] 

BORRELIA ABEILORR coiled spirochete [n -S] 

BORROWED BDEOORRW BORROW, to take on loan [v] 

BORROWER BEOORRRW one that borrows (to take on loan) [n -S] 

BORSCHES BCEHORSS BORSCH, borscht (beet soup) [n] 

BORSCHTS BCHORSST BORSCHT, beet soup [n] 

BORSTALS ABLORSST BORSTAL, reformatory [n] 

BOSCAGES ABCEGOSS BOSCAGE, thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees) [n] 

BOSCHBOK BBCHKOOS bushbuck (small antelope) [n -S] 

BOSHBOKS BBHKOOSS BOSHBOK, bushbuck (small antelope) [n] 

BOSHVARK ABHKORSV wild hog [n -S] 

BOSKAGES ABEGKOSS BOSKAGE, boscage (thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees)) [n] 

BOSKIEST BEIKOSST BOSKY, wooded; bushy [adj] 

BOSOMING BGIMNOOS BOSOM, to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v] 

BOSQUETS BEOQSSTU BOSQUET, bosket (thicket (dense growth of shrubs or small trees)) [n] 

BOSSDOMS BDMOOSSS BOSSDOM, domain of political boss [n] 

BOSSIEST BEIOSSST BOSSY, domineering [adj] 

BOSSISMS BIMOSSSS BOSSISM, control by political bosses [n] 

BOTANICA AABCINOT shop that sells herbs and magic charms [n -S] 

BOTANIES ABEINOST BOTANY, science of plants [n] 

BOTANISE ABEINOST to botanize (to study plants) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BOTANIST ABINOSTT one skilled in botany [n -S] 

BOTANIZE ABEINOTZ to study plants [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

BOTCHERS BCEHORST BOTCHER, one that botches (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n] 

BOTCHERY BCEHORTY something botched [n -RIES] 

BOTCHIER BCEHIORT BOTCHY, badly done [adj] 

BOTCHILY BCHILOTY BOTCHY, badly done [adv] 

BOTCHING BCGHINOT BOTCH, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

BOTFLIES BEFILOST BOTFLY, type of fly [n] 

BOTHERED BDEEHORT BOTHER, to annoy (to be troublesome to) [v] 

BOTHRIUM BHIMORTU groove on tapeworm [n -IA, -S] 

BOTONNEE BEENNOOT botonee (having arms ending in trefoil -- used of heraldic cross) [adj] 

BOTOXING BGINOOTX BOTOX, to inject botulinum toxin for medical or cosmetic purposes [v] 

BOTRYOID BDIOORTY resembling cluster of grapes [adj] 

BOTRYOSE BEOORSTY botryoid (resembling cluster of grapes) [adj] 

BOTRYTIS BIORSTTY plant disease [n -ES] 

BOTTLERS BELORSTT BOTTLER, one that bottles (to put into bottle (rigid container)) [n] 

BOTTLING BGILNOTT bottled beverage [n -S] / to put into bottle (rigid container) [v] 

BOTTOMED BDEMOOTT BOTTOM, to comprehend [v] 

BOTTOMER BEMOORTT one that bottoms (to comprehend) [n -S] 

BOTTOMRY BMOORTTY maritime contract [n -RIES] 

BOTULINS BILNOSTU BOTULIN, nerve poison [n] 

BOTULISM BILMOSTU botulin poisoning [n -S] 

BOUCHEES BCEEHOSU BOUCHEE, small patty shell [n] 
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BOUDOIRS BDIOORSU BOUDOIR, woman's bedroom [n] 

BOUFFANT ABFFNOTU woman's hairdo [n -S] 

BOUGHPOT BGHOOPTU large vase [n -S] 

BOUGHTEN BEGHNOTU purchased [adj] 

BOUGIEST BEGIOSTU BOUGIE, pretending to be wealthy [adj] 

BOUILLON BILLNOOU clear broth [n -S] 

BOUJIEST BEIJOSTU BOUJEE, ostentatious about recent wealth [adj] 

BOULDERS BDELORSU BOULDER, to climb up large rocks [v] 

BOULDERY BDELORUY characterized by large rocks [adj] 

BOULTING BGILNOTU BOULT, to bolt (sift) [v] 

BOUNCERS BCENORSU BOUNCER, one that bounces (to spring back) [n] 

BOUNCIER BCEINORU BOUNCY, tending to bounce [adj] 

BOUNCILY BCILNOUY BOUNCY, tending to bounce [adv] 

BOUNCING BCGINNOU BOUNCE, to spring back [v] 

BOUNDARY ABDNORUY dividing line [n -RIES] 

BOUNDERS BDENORSU BOUNDER, one that bounds (to tie or secure) [n] 

BOUNDING BDGINNOU BOUND, BIND, to tie or secure [v] 

BOUNTIED BDEINOTU BOUNTY, reward [adj] 

BOUNTIES BEINOSTU BOUNTY, reward [n] 

BOUQUETS BEOQSTUU BOUQUET, bunch of flowers [n] 

BOURBONS BBNOORSU BOURBON, whiskey (liquor) [n] 

BOURDONS BDNOORSU BOURDON, part of bagpipe [n] 

BOURGEON BEGNOORU to burgeon (to develop rapidly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOURGIER BEGIORRU BOURGIE, bougie (pretending to be wealthy) [adj] 

BOURGIES BEGIORSU BOURGIE, one who is bougie (wax candle) [n] 

BOURREES BEEORRSU BOURREE, old French dance [n] 

BOURRIDE BDEIORRU fish stew [n -S] 

BOURSINS BINORSSU BOURSIN, trademark [n] 

BOURTREE BEEORRTU European tree [n -S] 

BOUSOUKI BIKOOSUU bouzouki (stringed musical instrument) [n -A, -S] 

BOUTADES ABDEOSTU BOUTADE, sudden outburst [n] 

BOUTIQUE BEIOQTUU small shop [n -S] 

BOUVIERS BEIORSUV BOUVIER, large dog [n] 

BOUZOUKI BIKOOUUZ stringed musical instrument [n -A, -S] 

BOVINELY BEILNOVY stolidly (showing little or no emotion) [adv] 

BOVINITY BIINOTVY state of being bovine (ox-like animal) [n -TIES] 

BOWELING BEGILNOW BOWEL, to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v] 

BOWELLED BDEELLOW BOWEL, to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v] 

BOWERIES BEEIORSW BOWERY, colonial Dutch farm [n] 

BOWERING BEGINORW BOWER, to embower (to surround with foliage) [v] 

BOWFRONT BFNOORTW having curved front [adj] 

BOWHEADS ABDEHOSW BOWHEAD, arctic whale [n] 

BOWHUNTS BHNOSTUW BOWHUNT, to hunt with bow and arrow [v] 

BOWINGLY BGILNOWY in bowing manner [adv] 

BOWKNOTS BKNOOSTW BOWKNOT, type of knot [n] 

BOWLDERS BDELORSW BOWLDER, boulder [n] 
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BOWLFULS BFLLOSUW BOWLFUL, as much as bowl can hold [n] 

BOWLINES BEILNOSW BOWLINE, type of knot [n] 

BOWLINGS BGILNOSW BOWLING, game in which balls are rolled at objects [n] 

BOWLLIKE BEIKLLOW concave [adj] 

BOWSHOTS BHOOSSTW BOWSHOT, distance arrow is shot [n] 

BOWSPRIT BIOPRSTW ship's spar [n -S] 

BOWWOODS BDOOOSWW BOWWOOD, deciduous tree [n] 

BOWWOWED BDEOOWWW BOWWOW, to bark like dog [v] 

BOXBALLS ABBLLOSX BOXBALL, form of handball [n] 

BOXBERRY BBEORRXY evergreen plant [n -RRIES] 

BOXBOARD ABBDOORX stiff paperboard [n -S] 

BOXHAULS ABHLOSUX BOXHAUL, to veer ship around [v] 

BOXINESS BEINOSSX state of being boxy (resembling box) [n -ES] 

BOXTHORN BHNOORTX thorny shrub [n -S] 

BOXWOODS BDOOOSWX BOXWOOD, evergreen shrub [n] 

BOYARISM ABIMORSY rule of boyars [n -S] 

BOYCHICK BCCHIKOY boychik (young man) [n -S] 

BOYCHIKS BCHIKOSY BOYCHIK, young man [n] 

BOYCOTTS BCOOSTTY BOYCOTT, to refuse to buy [v] 

BOYHOODS BDHOOOSY BOYHOOD, state of being boy (male child) [n] 

BOYISHLY BHILOSYY BOYISH, resembling boy (male child) [adv] 

BRABBLED ABBBDELR BRABBLE, to quarrel noisily [v] 

BRABBLER ABBBELRR one that brabbles (to quarrel noisily) [n -S] 

BRABBLES ABBBELRS BRABBLE, to quarrel noisily [v] 

BRACELET ABCEELRT wrist ornament [n -S] 

BRACEROS ABCEORRS BRACERO, Mexican laborer [n] 

BRACHETS ABCEHRST BRACHET, brach (hound bitch) [n] 

BRACHIAL AABCHILR part of arm [n -S] 

BRACHIUM ABCHIMRU upper part of arm [n -IA, -S] 

BRACINGS ABCGINRS BRACING, brace or reinforcement [n] 

BRACIOLA AABCILOR thin slice of meat [n -S] 

BRACIOLE ABCEILOR braciola (thin slice of meat) [n -S] 

BRACKENS ABCEKNRS BRACKEN, large fern [n] 

BRACKETS ABCEKRST BRACKET, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

BRACKISH ABCHIKRS salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

BRACONID ABCDINOR any of family of flies [n -S] 

BRACTEAL AABCELRT BRACT, leaflike plant part [adj] 

BRACTLET ABCELRTT small bract [n -S] 

BRADAWLS AABDLRSW BRADAWL, type of awl (pointed tool for making small holes) [n] 

BRADDING ABDDGINR BRAD, to fasten with thin nails [v] 

BRADOONS ABDNOORS BRADOON, bridoon (device used to control horse) [n] 

BRAGGART AABGGRRT one who brags [n -S] 

BRAGGERS ABEGGRRS BRAGGER, braggart (one who brags) [n] 

BRAGGEST ABEGGRST BRAG, first-rate [adj] 

BRAGGIER ABEGGIRR BRAGGY, tending to brag [adj] 

BRAGGING ABGGGINR BRAG, to speak vainly of one's deeds [v] 
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BRAHMANS AABHMNRS BRAHMAN, member of highest Hindu caste [n] 

BRAIDERS ABDEIRRS BRAIDER, one that braids (to weave together) [n] 

BRAIDING ABDGIINR BRAID, to weave together [v] / something made of braided material [n -S] 

BRAILING ABGIILNR BRAIL, to haul in sail [v] 

BRAILLED ABDEILLR BRAILLE, to write in braille (raised writing for blind) [v] 

BRAILLER ABEILLRR machine for printing in braille [n -S] 

BRAILLES ABEILLRS BRAILLE, to write in braille (raised writing for blind) [v] 

BRAINIAC AABCIINR very intelligent person [n -S] 

BRAINIER ABEIINRR BRAINY, smart (characterized by mental acuity) [adj] 

BRAINILY ABIILNRY in brainy (smart (characterized by mental acuity)) manner [adv] 

BRAINING ABGIINNR BRAIN, to hit on head [v] 

BRAINISH ABHIINRS impetuous [adj] 

BRAINPAN AABINNPR skull [n -S] 

BRAISING ABGIINRS BRAISE, to cook in fat [v] 

BRAKEAGE AABEEGKR act of braking (to slow down or stop) [n -S] 

BRAKEMAN AABEKMNR trainman (railroad employee) [n -MEN] 

BRAKEMEN ABEEKMNR BRAKEMAN, trainman (railroad employee) [n] 

BRAKIEST ABEIKRST BRAKY, abounding in shrubs or ferns [adj] 

BRALETTE ABEELRTT soft, flexible bra [n -S] 

BRAMBLED ABBDELMR BRAMBLE, to gather berries [v] 

BRAMBLES ABBELMRS BRAMBLE, to gather berries [v] 

BRANCHED ABCDEHNR BRANCH, to form branches (offshoots) [v] 

BRANCHES ABCEHNRS BRANCH, to form branches (offshoots) [v] 

BRANCHIA AABCHINR respiratory organ of aquatic animals [n -E] 

BRANDADE AABDDENR dish of cod mixed with olive oil and milk [n -S] 

BRANDERS ABDENRRS BRANDER, one that brands (to mark with hot iron) [n] 

BRANDIED ABDDEINR BRANDY, to mix with brandy (liquor) [v] 

BRANDIES ABDEINRS BRANDY, to mix with brandy (liquor) [v] 

BRANDING ABDGINNR BRAND, to mark with hot iron [v] / promoting of product by associating it with brand name [n -S] 

BRANDISH ABDHINRS to wave menacingly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BRANNERS ABENNRRS BRANNER, one that brans (to soak in water mixed with bran (outer coat of cereals)) [n] 

BRANNIER ABEINNRR BRANNY, containing bran [adj] 

BRANNING ABGINNNR BRAN, to soak in water mixed with bran (outer coat of cereals) [v] 

BRANTAIL AABILNRT singing bird [n -S] 

BRASHEST ABEHRSST BRASH, rash; hasty [adj] 

BRASHIER ABEHIRRS BRASHY, brash (rash; hasty) [adj] 

BRASIERS ABEIRRSS BRASIER, brazier (one who works in brass) [n] 

BRASILIN ABIILNRS brazilin (chemical compound) [n -S] 

BRASSAGE AABEGRSS fee for coining money [n -S] 

BRASSARD AABDRRSS insignia [n -S] 

BRASSART AABRRSST brassard (insignia) [n -S] 

BRASSICA AABCIRSS tall herb [n -S] 

BRASSIER ABEIRRSS BRASSY, resembling brass [adj] 

BRASSIES ABEIRSSS BRASSIE, golf club [n] 

BRASSILY ABILRSSY BRASSY, resembling brass [adv] 

BRASSING ABGINRSS BRASS, to coat with brass (alloy of copper and zinc) [v] 
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BRASSISH ABHIRSSS resembling brass [adj] 

BRATTICE ABCEIRTT to partition [v -D, -CING, -S] 

BRATTIER ABEIRRTT BRATTY, resembling brat (spoiled child) [adj] 

BRATTISH ABHIRSTT BRAT, spoiled child [adj] 

BRATTLED ABDELRTT BRATTLE, to clatter (to move with rattling noise) [v] 

BRATTLES ABELRSTT BRATTLE, to clatter (to move with rattling noise) [v] 

BRAUNITE ABEINRTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

BRAVADOS AABDORSV BRAVADO, false bravery [n] 

BRAVOING ABGINORV BRAVO, to applaud by shouting “bravo” [v] 

BRAVURAS AABRRSUV BRAVURA, fine musical technique [n] 

BRAWLERS ABELRRSW BRAWLER, fighter (one that fights (to attempt to defeat adversary)) [n] 

BRAWLIER ABEILRRW BRAWLY, inclined to brawl [adj] 

BRAWLING ABGILNRW BRAWL, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

BRAWNIER ABEINRRW BRAWNY, muscular (pertaining to muscle) [adj] 

BRAWNILY ABILNRWY BRAWNY, muscular (pertaining to muscle) [adv] 

BRAZENED ABDEENRZ BRAZEN, to face boldly [v] 

BRAZENLY ABELNRYZ boldly (daring) [adv] 

BRAZIERS ABEIRRSZ BRAZIER, one who works in brass [n] 

BRAZILIN ABIILNRZ chemical compound [n -S] 

BREACHED ABCDEEHR BREACH, to break through [v] 

BREACHER ABCEEHRR one that breaches (to break through) [n -S] 

BREACHES ABCEEHRS BREACH, to break through [v] 

BREADBOX ABBDEORX container for bread [n -ES] 

BREADING ABDEGINR BREAD, to cover with crumbs of bread (baked foodstuff made from flour) [v] 

BREADNUT ABDENRTU tropical fruit [n -S] 

BREADTHS ABDEHRST BREADTH, width (extent from side to side) [n] 

BREAKAGE AABEEGKR act of breaking (to reduce to fragments) [n -S] 

BREAKERS ABEEKRRS BREAKER, one that breaks (to reduce to fragments) [n] 

BREAKING ABEGIKNR BREAK, to reduce to fragments [v] / change of pure vowel to diphthong [n -S] 

BREAKOUT ABEKORTU escape [n -S] 

BREAKUPS ABEKPRSU BREAKUP, act of breaking up [n] 

BREAMING ABEGIMNR BREAM, to clean ship's bottom [v] 

BREASTED ABDEERST BREAST, to confront boldly [v] 

BREATHED ABDEEHRT BREATHE, to inhale and exhale air [v] 

BREATHER ABEEHRRT one that breathes (to inhale and exhale air) [n -S] 

BREATHES ABEEHRST BREATHE, to inhale and exhale air [v] 

BRECCIAL ABCCEILR BRECCIA, type of rock [adj] 

BRECCIAS ABCCEIRS BRECCIA, type of rock [n] 

BRECHAMS ABCEHMRS BRECHAM, collar for horse [n] 

BRECHANS ABCEHNRS BRECHAN, brecham (collar for horse) [n] 

BREECHED BCDEEEHR BREECH, to clothe with breeches (trousers) [v] 

BREECHES BCEEEHRS BREECH, to clothe with breeches (trousers) [v] 

BREEDERS BDEEERRS BREEDER, one that breeds (to cause to give birth) [n] 

BREEDING BDEEGINR BREED, to cause to give birth [v] / upbringing [n -S]  

BREEZIER BEEEIRRZ BREEZY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adj] 

BREEZILY BEEILRYZ BREEZY, windy (marked by strong wind) [adv] 
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BREEZING BEEGINRZ BREEZE, to move swiftly [v] 

BREGMATA ABEEGMRT BREGMA, junction point of skull [n] 

BREGMATE ABEEGMRT BREGMA, junction point of skull [adj] 

BREKKIES BEEIKKRS BREKKIE, breakfast [n] 

BRESAOLA AABELORS dish of sliced dried beef [n -S] 

BRETHREN BEEHNRRT BROTHER, male sibling [n] 

BREVETCY BCEERTVY honorary rank [n -CIES] 

BREVETED BDEEERTV BREVET, to confer honorary rank upon [v] 

BREVIARY ABEIRRVY prayer book [n -RIES] 

BREVIERS BEEIRRSV BREVIER, size of type [n] 

BREWAGES ABEEGRSW BREWAGE, brewed beverage [n] 

BREWINGS BEGINRSW BREWING, quantity brewed at one time [n] 

BREWISES BEEIRSSW BREWIS, broth (thin clear soup) [n] 

BREWPUBS BBEPRSUW BREWPUB, restaurant that sells beverages brewed on premises [n] 

BREWSKIS BEIKRSSW BREWSKI, serving of beer [n] 

BRIBABLE ABBBEILR BRIBE, to practice bribery [adj] 

BRICKBAT ABBCIKRT piece of brick [n -S] 

BRICKIER BCEIIKRR BRICKY, made of bricks [adj] 

BRICKING BCGIIKNR BRICK, to build with bricks (blocks of clay) [v] 

BRICKLES BCEIKLRS BRICKLE, brittle candy [n] 

BRICOLES BCEILORS BRICOLE, cushion shot in billiards [n] 

BRIDALLY ABDILLRY in manner befitting bride [adv] 

BRIDGING BDGGIINR bracing (brace or reinforcement) [n -S] / BRIDGE, to connect (to join together) [v] 

BRIDLERS BDEILRRS BRIDLER, one that bridles (to control with restraint) [n] 

BRIDLING BDGIILNR BRIDLE, to control with restraint [v] 

BRIDOONS BDINOORS BRIDOON, device used to control horse [n] 

BRIEFERS BEEFIRRS BRIEFER, one that briefs (to summarize) [n] 

BRIEFEST BEEFIRST BRIEF, short (having little length) [adj] 

BRIEFING BEFGIINR BRIEF, to summarize [v] / short lecture [n -S]  

BRIGADED ABDDEGIR BRIGADE, to group together [v] 

BRIGADES ABDEGIRS BRIGADE, to group together [v] 

BRIGANDS ABDGINRS BRIGAND, bandit (robber (one that robs (rob))) [n] 

BRIGHTEN BEGHINRT to make bright [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BRIGHTER BEGHIRRT BRIGHT, emitting much light [adj] 

BRIGHTLY BGHILRTY BRIGHT, emitting much light [adv] 

BRILLEST BEILLRST BRILL [adj] 

BRIMFULL BFILLMRU brimful (ready to overflow) [adj] 

BRIMLESS BEILMRSS having no brim (upper edge) [adj] 

BRIMMERS BEIMMRRS BRIMMER, brimming cup or glass [n] 

BRIMMING BGIIMMNR BRIM, to fill to top [v] 

BRINDLED BDDEILNR streaked [adj] 

BRINDLES BDEILNRS BRINDLE, brindled color [n] 

BRINGERS BEGINRRS BRINGER, one that brings (to take with oneself to place) [n] 

BRINGING BGGIINNR BRING, to take with oneself to place [v] 

BRINIEST BEIINRST BRINY, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

BRIOCHES BCEHIORS BRIOCHE, rich roll [n] 
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BRIONIES BEIINORS BRIONY, bryony (climbing plant) [n] 

BRIQUETS BEIQRSTU BRIQUET, to mold into small bricks [v] 

BRISANCE ABCEINRS shattering effect of explosive [n -S]  

BRISKEST BEIKRSST BRISK, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

BRISKETS BEIKRSST BRISKET, breast of animal [n] 

BRISKING BGIIKNRS BRISK, to make brisk [v] 

BRISLING BGIILNRS small herring [n -S] 

BRISTLED BDEILRST BRISTLE, to rise stiffly [v] 

BRISTLES BEILRSST BRISTLE, to rise stiffly [v] 

BRISTOLS BILORSST BRISTOL, smooth cardboard [n] 

BRITCHES BCEHIRST breeches; trousers [n BRITCHES] 

BRITSKAS ABIKRSST BRITSKA, open carriage [n] 

BRITTLED BDEILRTT BRITTLE, to become brittle [v] 

BRITTLER BEILRRTT BRITTLE, likely to break [adj] 

BRITTLES BEILRSTT BRITTLE, to become brittle [v] 

BRITZKAS ABIKRSTZ BRITZKA, britska (open carriage) [n] 

BRITZSKA ABIKRSTZ britska (open carriage) [n -S] 

BROACHED ABCDEHOR BROACH, to pierce so as to withdraw liquid [v] 

BROACHER ABCEHORR one that broaches (to pierce so as to withdraw liquid) [n -S] 

BROACHES ABCEHORS BROACH, to pierce so as to withdraw liquid [v] 

BROADAXE AABDEORX broadax (broad-edged ax) [n -S] 

BROADENS ABDENORS BROADEN, to make broad [v] 

BROADEST ABDEORST BROAD, wide (having great extent from side to side) [adj] 

BROADISH ABDHIORS somewhat broad [adj] 

BROADWAY AABDORWY large main road [n -S] 

BROASTED ABDEORST BROAST, to broil and roast food [v] 

BROCADED ABCDDEOR BROCADE, to weave with raised design [v] 

BROCADES ABCDEORS BROCADE, to weave with raised design [v] 

BROCATEL ABCELORT heavy fabric [n -S] 

BROCCOLI BCCILOOR vegetable related to cabbage [n -S] 

BROCHURE BCEHORRU pamphlet [n -S] 

BROCKAGE ABCEGKOR imperfectly minted coin [n -S] 

BROCKETS BCEKORST BROCKET, small, red deer [n] 

BROCOLIS BCILOORS BROCOLI, broccoli (vegetable related to cabbage) [n] 

BROGUERY BEGORRUY use of Irish accent [n -RIES] 

BROGUISH BGHIORSU resembling brogue (Irish accent) [adj] 

BROIDERS BDEIORRS BROIDER, to adorn with needlework [v] 

BROIDERY BDEIORRY act of broidering (to adorn with needlework) [n -S] 

BROILERS BEILORRS BROILER, device for broiling [n] 

BROILING BGIILNOR BROIL, to cook by direct heat [v] 

BROKAGES ABEGKORS BROKAGE, business of broker [n] 

BROKENLY BEKLNORY BROKEN, shattered [adv] 

BROKERED BDEEKORR BROKER, to act as broker (agent who buys and sells stocks) [v] 

BROKINGS BGIKNORS BROKING, business of broker [n] 

BROLLIES BEILLORS BROLLY, umbrella [n] 

BROMANCE ABCEMNOR close nonsexual relationship between men [n -S] 
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BROMATED ABDEMORT BROMATE, to combine with bromine [v] 

BROMATES ABEMORST BROMATE, to combine with bromine [v] 

BROMELIA ABEILMOR tropical plant with stiff leaves [n -S] 

BROMELIN BEILMNOR enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

BROMIDES BDEIMORS BROMIDE, bromine compound [n] 

BROMIDIC BCDIIMOR commonplace; trite [adj] 

BROMINES BEIMNORS BROMINE, volatile liquid element [n] 

BROMISMS BIMMORSS BROMISM, diseased condition of skin [n] 

BROMIZED BDEIMORZ BROMIZE, to treat with bromine or bromide [v] 

BROMIZES BEIMORSZ BROMIZE, to treat with bromine or bromide [v] 

BRONCHIA ABCHINOR main air passages of lungs [n BRONCHIA] 

BRONCHOS BCHNOORS BRONCHO, bronco (wild horse) [n] 

BRONCHUS BCHNORSU tracheal branch [n -HI] 

BRONZERS BENORRSZ BRONZER, one that bronzes (to make brown or tan) [n] 

BRONZIER BEINORRZ BRONZY, of brownish color [adj] 

BRONZING BGINNORZ BRONZE, to make brown or tan [v] / brownish coloring [n -S]  

BROOCHES BCEHOORS BROOCH, decorative pin [n] 

BROODERS BDEOORRS BROODER, one that broods (to ponder deeply) [n] 

BROODIER BDEIOORR BROODY, tending to brood [adj] 

BROODILY BDILOORY BROODY, tending to brood [adv] 

BROODING BDGINOOR BROOD, to ponder deeply [v] 

BROOKIES BEIKOORS BROOKIE, brook trout [n] 

BROOKING BGIKNOOR BROOK, to tolerate (to allow without active opposition) [v] 

BROOKITE BEIKOORT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

BROOKLET BEKLOORT small brook or creek [n -S] 

BROOMIER BEIMOORR BROOMY, abounding in broom (type of shrub) [adj] 

BROOMING BGIMNOOR BROOM, to sweep (to clear or clean with brush or broom) [v] 

BROTHELS BEHLORST BROTHEL, house of prostitution [n] 

BROTHERS BEHORRST BROTHER, male sibling [n] / BROTHER, to treat like brother [v] 

BROUGHAM ABGHMORU type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 

BROUHAHA AABHHORU uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion) [n -S] 

BROWBAND ABBDNORW band designed to cross forehead [n -S] 

BROWBEAT ABBEORTW to intimidate [v BROWBEAT, -EN, -ING, -S] 

BROWBONE BBENOORW ridge of bone above eye [n -S] 

BROWLESS BELORSSW lacking eyebrows (ridge over eye) [adj] 

BROWNERS BENORRSW BROWNER, fawning person [n] 

BROWNEST BENORSTW BROWN, of dark color [adj] 

BROWNIER BEINORRW BROWNY, somewhat brown [adj] 

BROWNIES BEINORSW BROWNIE, small sprite [n] 

BROWNING BGINNORW brown flour used for coloring gravy [n -S] / BROWN, to make brown [v] 

BROWNISH BHINORSW somewhat brown [adj] 

BROWNOUT BNOORTUW power reduction [n -S] 

BROWSERS BEORRSSW BROWSER, one that browses (to look at casually) [n] 

BROWSING BGINORSW BROWSE, to look at casually [v] 

BRUCELLA ABCELLRU any of genus of harmful bacteria [n -E, -S] 

BRUCINES BCEINRSU BRUCINE, poisonous alkaloid [n] 
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BRUCITES BCEIRSTU BRUCITE, form of magnesium hydroxide [n] 

BRUISERS BEIRRSSU BRUISER, big, husky man [n] 

BRUISING BGIINRSU BRUISE, to injure without breaking surface of skin [v] / injury that does not break surface of skin [n -S] 

BRUITERS BEIRRSTU BRUITER, one that bruits (to spread news of) [n] 

BRUITING BGIINRTU BRUIT, to spread news of [v] 

BRULYIES BEILRSUY BRULYIE, noisy quarrel [n] 

BRULZIES BEILRSUZ BRULZIE, brulyie (noisy quarrel) [n] 

BRUMBIES BBEIMRSU BRUMBY, wild horse [n] 

BRUNCHED BCDEHNRU BRUNCH, to eat late morning meal [v] 

BRUNCHER BCEHNRRU one that brunches (to eat late morning meal) [n -S] 

BRUNCHES BCEHNRSU BRUNCH, to eat late morning meal [v] 

BRUNETTE BEENRTTU dark-haired female [n -S] 

BRUNIZEM BEIMNRUZ prairie soil [n -S] 

BRUSHERS BEHRRSSU BRUSHER, one that brushes (to touch lightly) [n] 

BRUSHIER BEHIRRSU BRUSHY, shaggy; rough [adj] 

BRUSHING BGHINRSU BRUSH, to touch lightly [v] 

BRUSHOFF BFFHORSU abrupt dismissal [n -S] 

BRUSHUPS BHPRSSUU BRUSHUP, quick review [n] 

BRUSKEST BEKRSSTU BRUSK, brusque (abrupt in manner) [adj] 

BRUSQUER BEQRRSUU BRUSQUE, abrupt in manner [adj] 

BRUTALER ABELRRTU BRUTAL, savage (fierce (violently hostile or aggressive)) [adj] 

BRUTALLY ABLLRTUY BRUTAL, cruel; savage [adv] 

BRUTISMS BIMRSSTU BRUTISM, state of being brutal (cruel; savage) [n] 

BRUXISMS BIMRSSUX BRUXISM, nervous grinding of teeth [n] 

BRYOLOGY BGLOORYY study of mosses [n -GIES] 

BRYONIES BEINORSY BRYONY, climbing plant [n] 

BRYOZOAN ABNOORYZ type of small aquatic animal [n -S] 

BUBALINE ABBEILNU pertaining to bubal (large antelope) [adj] 

BUBBLERS BBBELRSU BUBBLER, drinking fountain [n] 

BUBBLIER BBBEILRU BUBBLY, full of bubbles [adj] 

BUBBLIES BBBEILSU BUBBLY, champagne [n] 

BUBBLING BBBGILNU BUBBLE, to form bubbles (bodies of gas contained within liquid) [v] 

BUBINGAS ABBGINSU BUBINGA, African tree [n] 

BUBKESES BBEEKSSU BUBKES, least amount [n] 

BUCCALLY ABCCLLUY BUCCAL, pertaining to cheek [adv] 

BUCKAROO ABCKOORU cowboy [n -S] 

BUCKAYRO ABCKORUY buckaroo (cowboy) [n -S] 

BUCKBEAN ABBCEKNU marsh plant [n -S] 

BUCKEENS BCEEKNSU BUCKEEN, poor man who acts as if wealthy [n] 

BUCKEROO BCEKOORU buckaroo (cowboy) [n -S] 

BUCKETED BCDEEKTU BUCKET, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

BUCKEYES BCEEKSUY BUCKEYE, nut-bearing tree [n] 

BUCKLERS BCEKLRSU BUCKLER, to shield (to provide with protective cover or shelter) [v] 

BUCKLING BCGIKLNU BUCKLE, to bend under pressure [v] 

BUCKRAMS ABCKMRSU BUCKRAM, to stiffen (to make stiff) [v] 

BUCKSAWS ABCKSSUW BUCKSAW, wood-cutting saw [n] 
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BUCKSHEE BCEEHKSU something extra obtained free [n -S] 

BUCKSHOT BCHKOSTU large lead shot [n -S] 

BUCKSKIN BCIKKNSU skin of male deer [n -S] 

BUCKTAIL ABCIKLTU fishing lure [n -S] 

BUCOLICS BCCILOSU BUCOLIC, pastoral poem [n] 

BUDDINGS BDDGINSU BUDDING, type of asexual reproduction [n] 

BUDDLEIA ABDDEILU tropical shrub [n -S] 

BUDDYING BDDGINUY BUDDY, to become close friends [v] 

BUDGETED BDDEEGTU BUDGET, to estimate expenditures [v] 

BUDGETER BDEEGRTU one that budgets (to estimate expenditures) [n -S] 

BUDWOODS BDDOOSUW BUDWOOD, branch having buds that is used for grafting [n] 

BUDWORMS BDMORSUW BUDWORM, caterpillar that eats buds [n] 

BUFFABLE ABBEFFLU BUFF, to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [adj] 

BUFFALOS ABFFLOSU BUFFALO, ox-like animal [n] 

BUFFERED BDEEFFRU BUFFER, to cushion (to pad with soft material) [v] 

BUFFETED BDEEFFTU BUFFET, to hit sharply [v] 

BUFFETER BEEFFRTU one that buffets (to hit sharply) [n -S] 

BUFFIEST BEFFISTU BUFFY, of yellowish-brown color [adj] 

BUFFOONS BFFNOOSU BUFFOON, clown [n] 

BUGABOOS ABBGOOSU BUGABOO, bugbear (object or source of dread) [n] 

BUGBANES ABBEGNSU BUGBANE, perennial herb [n] 

BUGBEARS ABBEGRSU BUGBEAR, object or source of dread [n] 

BUGGERED BDEEGGRU BUGGER, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

BUGGIEST BEGGISTU BUGGY, infested with bugs [adj] 

BUGHOUSE BEGHOSUU insane asylum [n -S] 

BUGSEEDS BDEEGSSU BUGSEED, annual herb [n] 

BUHLWORK BHKLORUW buhl (style of furniture decoration) [n -S] 

BUILDERS BDEILRSU BUILDER, one that builds (to construct) [n] 

BUILDING BDGIILNU BUILD, to construct [v] / something that is built [n -S] 

BUILDOUT BDILOTUU work needed to expand system [n -S]  

BUILDUPS BDILPSUU BUILDUP, accumulation [n] 

BULBLETS BBELLSTU BULBLET, small bulb [n] 

BULBLIKE BBEIKLLU resembling bulb (underground bud) [adj] 

BULGHURS BGHLRSUU BULGHUR, bulgur (crushed wheat) [n] 

BULGIEST BEGILSTU BULGY, bulging [adj] 

BULIMIAC ABCIILMU BULIMIA, insatiable appetite [adj] 

BULIMIAS ABIILMSU BULIMIA, insatiable appetite [n] 

BULIMICS BCIILMSU BULIMIC, one who is affected with bulimia [n] 

BULKAGES ABEGKLSU BULKAGE, peristaltic stimulant [n] 

BULKHEAD ABDEHKLU partition in ship [n -S] 

BULKIEST BEIKLSTU BULKY, massive (of considerable size) [adj] 

BULLACES ABCELLSU BULLACE, purple plum [n] 

BULLBATS ABBLLSTU BULLBAT, nocturnal bird [n] 

BULLCOOK BCKLLOOU worker in logging camp [n -S] 

BULLDOGS BDGLLOSU BULLDOG, to throw steer [v] 

BULLDOZE BDELLOUZ to bully (to treat abusively) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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BULLETED BDEELLTU BULLET, to move swiftly [v] 

BULLETIN BEILLNTU to issue news item [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BULLFROG BFGLLORU large frog [n -S] 

BULLHEAD ABDEHLLU freshwater catfish [n -S] 

BULLHORN BHLLNORU electric megaphone [n -S] 

BULLIEST BEILLSTU BULLY, wonderful [adj] 

BULLIONS BILLNOSU BULLION, uncoined gold or silver [n] 

BULLNECK BCEKLLNU thick neck [n -S] 

BULLNOSE BELLNOSU disease of swine [n -S] 

BULLOCKS BCKLLOSU BULLOCK, castrated bull [n] 

BULLOCKY BCKLLOUY BULLOCK, castrated bull [adj] 

BULLPENS BELLNPSU BULLPEN, enclosure for bulls [n] 

BULLPOUT BLLOPTUU bullhead (freshwater catfish) [n -S] 

BULLRING BGILLNRU bullfight arena [n -S] 

BULLRUSH BHLLRSUU bulrush (tall marsh plant) [n -ES] 

BULLSEYE BEELLSUY center of target [n -S] 

BULLSHAT ABHLLSTU BULLSHIT, offensive word [v] 

BULLSHIT BHILLSTU offensive word [v -HAT, -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

BULLSHOT BHLLOSTU drink made of vodka and bouillon [n -S] 

BULLWEED BDEELLUW knapweed (meadow plant) [n -S] 

BULLWHIP BHILLPUW to strike with long whip [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BULLYBOY BBLLOUYY ruffian (tough, lawless person) [n -S] 

BULLYING BGILLNUY BULLY, to treat abusively [v] 

BULLYRAG ABGLLRUY to bully (to treat abusively) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BULWARKS ABKLRSUW BULWARK, to fortify with defensive wall [v] 

BUMBLERS BBELMRSU BUMBLER, one that bumbles (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n] 

BUMBLING BBGILMNU BUMBLE, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] / instance of clumsiness [n -S] 

BUMBOATS ABBMOSTU BUMBOAT, boat used to peddle wares to larger ships [n] 

BUMELIAS ABEILMSU BUMELIA, thorny tree [n] 

BUMMALOS ABLMMOSU BUMMALO, small Asian fish [n] 

BUMPERED BDEEMPRU BUMPER, to fill to brim [v] 

BUMPIEST BEIMPSTU BUMPY, of uneven surface [adj] 

BUMPKINS BIKMNPSU BUMPKIN, unsophisticated rustic [n] 

BUNCHERS BCEHNRSU BUNCHER, one that gathers things together [n] 

BUNCHIER BCEHINRU BUNCHY, clustered [adj] 

BUNCHILY BCHILNUY BUNCHY, clustered [adv] 

BUNCHING BCGHINNU BUNCH, to group together [v] 

BUNCOING BCGINNOU BUNCO, to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v] 

BUNCOMBE BBCEMNOU nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 

BUNDISTS BDINSSTU BUNDIST, member of bund [n] 

BUNDLERS BDELNRSU BUNDLER, one that bundles (to fasten group of objects together) [n] 

BUNDLING BDGILNNU BUNDLE, to fasten group of objects together [v] / former courtship custom [n -S] 

BUNFIGHT BFGHINTU crowded boisterous party [n -S] 

BUNGALOW ABGLNOUW small cottage [n -S] 

BUNGHOLE BEGHLNOU hole in keg or barrel [n -S] 

BUNGLERS BEGLNRSU BUNGLER, one that bungles (to work, make, or do clumsily) [n] 
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BUNGLING BGGILNNU BUNGLE, to work, make, or do clumsily [v] / something done clumsily [n -S] 

BUNHEADS ABDEHNSU BUNHEAD, female ballet dancer [n] 

BUNKERED BDEEKNRU BUNKER, to store in large bin [v] 

BUNKMATE ABEKMNTU person with whom sleeping quarters are shared [n -S] 

BUNKOING BGIKNNOU BUNKO, to bunco (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

BUNRAKUS ABKNRSUU BUNRAKU, Japanese puppet show [n] 

BUNTINGS BGINNSTU BUNTING, fabric used for flags [n] 

BUNTLINE BEILNNTU rope used to haul up sail [n -S] 

BUOYAGES ABEGOSUY BUOYAGE, group of buoys [n] 

BUOYANCE ABCENOUY buoyancy (tendency to float) [n -S] 

BUOYANCY ABCNOUYY tendency to float [n -CIES] 

BUPKESES BEEKPSSU BUPKES, bubkes (least amount) [n] 

BUPKISES BEIKPSSU BUPKIS, bubkes (least amount) [n] 

BUPKUSES BEKPSSUU BUPKUS, bubkes (least amount) [n] 

BURBLERS BBELRRSU BURBLER, one that burbles (to speak quickly and excitedly) [n] 

BURBLIER BBEILRRU BURBLY, burbling (to speak quickly and excitedly) [adj] 

BURBLING BBGILNRU breaking up of airflow into turbulence [n -S] / BURBLE, to speak quickly and excitedly [v] 

BURDENED BDDEENRU BURDEN, to load heavily [v] 

BURDENER BDEENRRU one that burdens (to load heavily) [n -S] 

BURDOCKS BCDKORSU BURDOCK, coarse weed [n] 

BURETTES BEERSTTU BURETTE, measuring tube [n] 

BURGAGES ABEGGRSU BURGAGE, feudal tenure [n] 

BURGEONS BEGNORSU BURGEON, to develop rapidly [v] 

BURGHERS BEGHRRSU BURGHER, citizen of borough [n] 

BURGLARS ABGLRRSU BURGLAR, one who commits burglary (felonious theft) [n] 

BURGLARY ABGLRRUY felonious theft [n -RIES] 

BURGLING BGGILNRU BURGLE, to commit burglary [v] 

BURGONET BEGNORTU open helmet [n -S] 

BURGOUTS BGORSTUU BURGOUT, burgoo (thick oatmeal) [n] 

BURGRAVE ABEGRRUV German nobleman [n -S] 

BURGUNDY BDGNRUUY red wine [n -DIES] 

BURKITES BEIKRSTU BURKITE, burker (one that burkes (to murder by suffocation)) [n] 

BURLESKS BEKLRSSU BURLESK, type of stage show [n] 

BURLIEST BEILRSTU BURLY, heavy and muscular [adj] 

BURNABLE ABBELNRU something that can be burned [n -S] 

BURNINGS BGINNRSU BURNING, firing of ceramic materials [n] 

BURNOOSE BENOORSU hooded cloak [n -S] 

BURNOUTS BNORSTUU BURNOUT, destructive fire [n] 

BURNSIDE BDEINRSU mustache and side whiskers on cheeks [n -S] 

BURRFISH BFHIRRSU fish with erect spines [n -ES] 

BURRIEST BEIRRSTU BURRY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

BURRITOS BIORRSTU BURRITO, tortilla rolled around filling [n] 

BURROWED BDEORRUW BURROW, to dig hole or tunnel in ground [v] 

BURROWER BEORRRUW one that burrows (to dig hole or tunnel in ground) [n -S] 

BURSEEDS BDEERSSU BURSEED, coarse weed [n] 

BURSITIS BIIRSSTU inflammation of bursa [n -ES] 
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BURSTERS BERRSSTU BURSTER, one that bursts (to break open suddenly or violently) [n] 

BURSTIER BEIRRSTU BURSTY, occurring in short sudden episodes or groups [adj] 

BURSTING BGINRSTU BURST, to break open suddenly or violently [v] 

BURSTONE BENORSTU heavy stone [n -S] 

BURTHENS BEHNRSTU BURTHEN, to burden (to load heavily) [v] 

BURWEEDS BDEERSUW BURWEED, coarse weed [n] 

BUSGIRLS BGILRSSU BUSGIRL, girl or woman who is server's assistant in restaurant [n] 

BUSHBABY ABBBHSUY small tree-dwelling primate [n -BIES] 

BUSHBUCK BBCHKSUU small antelope [n -S] 

BUSHELED BDEEHLSU BUSHEL, to mend clothing [v] 

BUSHELER BEEHLRSU one that bushels (to mend clothing) [n -S] 

BUSHFIRE BEFHIRSU fire in wooded area [n -S] 

BUSHGOAT ABGHOSTU bushbuck (small antelope) [n -S] 

BUSHIDOS BDHIOSSU BUSHIDO, code of samurai [n] 

BUSHIEST BEHISSTU BUSHY, covered with bushes [adj] 

BUSHINGS BGHINSSU BUSHING, lining for hole [n] 

BUSHLAND ABDHLNSU unsettled forest land [n -S] 

BUSHLESS BEHLSSSU having no bushes [adj] 

BUSHLIKE BEHIKLSU resembling bush [adj] 

BUSHLOTS BHLOSSTU BUSHLOT, woodlot (area restricted to growing of forest trees) [n] 

BUSHPIGS BGHIPSSU BUSHPIG, wild African pig [n] 

BUSHTITS BHISSTTU BUSHTIT, titmouse (small bird) [n] 

BUSHVELD BDEHLSUV veld with shrubby vegetation [n -S] 

BUSHWAHS ABHHSSUW BUSHWAH, bushwa (nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd)) [n] 

BUSINESS BEINSSSU occupation, profession, or trade [n -ES] 

BUSKINED BDEIKNSU BUSKIN, high shoe [adj] 

BUSKINGS BGIKNSSU BUSKING, act of performing as busker [n] 

BUSLOADS ABDLOSSU BUSLOAD, load that fills bus [n] 

BUSSINGS BGINSSSU BUSSING, busing (act of transporting by bus) [n] 

BUSTARDS ABDRSSTU BUSTARD, game bird [n] 

BUSTIERS BEIRSSTU BUSTIER, woman's undergarment [n] 

BUSTIEST BEISSTTU BUSTY, full-bosomed [adj] 

BUSTLERS BELRSSTU BUSTLER, one that bustles (to move energetically) [n] 

BUSTLINE BEILNSTU distance around bust (upper torso of woman) [n -S] 

BUSTLING BGILNSTU BUSTLE, to move energetically [v] 

BUSULFAN ABFLNSUU medicine [n -S] 

BUSYBODY BBDOSUYY nosy person [n -DIES] 

BUSYNESS BENSSSUY state of being busy (occupied) [n -ES] 

BUSYWORK BKORSUWY active but valueless work [n -S] 

BUTANOLS ABLNOSTU BUTANOL, flammable alcohol [n] 

BUTANONE ABENNOTU flammable ketone [n -S] 

BUTCHERS BCEHRSTU BUTCHER, to slaughter [v] 

BUTCHERY BCEHRTUY wanton or cruel killing [n -RIES] 

BUTCHEST BCEHSTTU BUTCH, being very short haircut [adj] 

BUTTERED BDEERTTU BUTTER, to spread with butter (milk product) [v] 

BUTTHEAD ABDEHTTU stupid person [n -S] 
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BUTTLING BGILNTTU BUTTLE, to serve as butler [v] 

BUTTOCKS BCKOSTTU BUTTOCK, either of two rounded parts of rump [n] 

BUTTONED BDENOTTU BUTTON, to fasten with button (small disk) [v] 

BUTTONER BENORTTU one that buttons (to fasten with button (small disk)) [n -S] 

BUTTRESS BERSSTTU to prop up [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BUTYLATE ABELTTUY to add butyl to [v -D, -TING, -S] 

BUTYLENE BEELNTUY gaseous hydrocarbon [n -S] 

BUTYRALS ABLRSTUY BUTYRAL, chemical compound [n] 

BUTYRATE ABERTTUY chemical salt [n -SS] 

BUTYRINS BINRSTUY BUTYRIN, chemical compound [n] 

BUTYROUS BORSTUUY resembling butter [adj] 

BUTYRYLS BLRSTUYY BUTYRYL, radical of butyric acid [n] 

BUXOMEST BEMOSTUX BUXOM, healthily plump [adj] 

BUYBACKS ABBCKSUY BUYBACK, repurchase by corporation of its own stock [n] 

BUZZARDS ABDRSUZZ BUZZARD, large bird of prey [n] 

BUZZBAIT ABBITUZZ vibrating fishing lure [n -S] 

BUZZCUTS BCSTUUZZ BUZZCUT, very short haircut [n] 

BUZZIEST BEISTUZZ BUZZY, having vibrating sound [adj] 

BUZZINGS BGINSUZZ BUZZING, buzzing noise [n] 

BUZZKILL BIKLLUZZ one that has depressing or negative effect [n -S] 

BUZZWIGS BGISUWZZ BUZZWIG, large, thick wig [n] 

BUZZWORD BDORUWZZ word used to impress someone [n -S] 

BYLINERS BEILNRSY BYLINER, one that writes under byline [n] 

BYLINING BGIILNNY BYLINE, to write under byline (line giving author's name) [v] 

BYPASSED ABDEPSSY BYPASS, to avoid by going around [v] 

BYPASSES ABEPSSSY BYPASS, to avoid by going around [v] 

BYSSUSES BESSSSUY BYSSUS, fine linen [n] 

BYSTREET BEERSTTY side street [n -S] 
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